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progressive women. The problem is not solved.
Women cannot han• equal rights in an Islamic society,
Paki.litan, new hundred rupee cur~cncy nott:~ so long as polvgamy is allowed. \Ve shall have news
rnrry Mr. Jinnah's portrait on them. This h~ led to of further struggles between fanatic, closed-mind
a characteristic situation. The mullahs are up 111 anns medic\'alism and modernism in Pakistan in the comh1g
.• goinst the idea, on the ground that it is contrary to Y<'&"S. Pakistan is not yet out of her teething troubles .
~lr. Lotvala has been calling upon scholars to study
the tenets of Islam, which is against the use of human
portraits In art and emblems ol ~he S~te like currcn~ the social and political implications of Islan1 for.yean;.
note,. ~laulana Asadul Quadn, Pres1dent, AU-Pakis- now. This is necessary if we are to understand the
t"n Dastor Party, has called on the people to boycott inner motivations of Islamic peoples and tl1eir leaderthest' currency notes, and C\'CO resort to "direct action," ship, not only in India but throughout tl1e Islamic reif thuy ore not withdrawn! The general secretary of f.:ion of North Africa, Egypt and West Asia.
This is necessary to understand why Hindu India
.u10thcr group Motamer Able Hadith has said that
the printing of the picture on currency notes was an has failed to assimilate Islam, while it triumphed
idolatrous mo\'e. Ht• said that it was funny that when o\'Cr the H unas and other tribt,s who invaded the
·' tatues were being removed from public places, in country bdor<' the advent of Islam. We shall not be •
.1c.'COrdance with Islamic tenets, paper statues were able to build a single coht•sive nation, including
bcing made for tlw use of Muslims. ~laulana ~loham Indian Muslims, if we do not understand those essenmad Shafi, Vice-President, Jamait Ulemo Islam, has tial features of Islam that militate against nationalism,
prottosled that the printing of l>lr. Jinnah's picture on and the oren society, so necessary for prowess, both
in nntiona and international spht~res.
,_rtcs is in<ulting to Quaid-e-Azam himself!
There is an Important principle involved in this
ISLA~liC !CONFERENCE AT LABORE
prolt'St. It indicates the unsoh·ed problem, whicl1 is
hasir to the founding of Pakistan as an Islamic Stale,
of the correct relation between nationalism and Islam.
President ~lir<a has realised the necessity of a study
Islam is both n strength and a weakness to a national of Islamic social and political ideas for the purpose of
State, aiming ot modem ideals and progress. Islam constructing a modern nation State. The founders of
is more tribal in nature in its principle of social cohe- Pakistan have felt the urgency of this need from the
sion, and includes tlu> whole body ol believers, where- beginning, even before the formal inauguration of
ver they may be situated. Loyalty to Islam transcends their new State. Professors in Pakistan have been
for the believer all other loyalties, including those due writing about the problem. It is noteworthy that they
to nation Statto. Pakistan was founded on the cry of are not conlent with tl1e present boundaries of "moth"Islam in danger", and on the basis of a society of the eaten ;md truncated" Pakistan, to use the deprecating
F.1ithfuls in which. other communitic'S could onh· ht• words of ~Jr. ~lahomed Ali jinnab. They have always
,,,,;~ned a second class citizenship.
·
ain1ed at mobilising pan-Islamic sentiment to found a
giant modt•m federation or commonwealth or t•mpire~
BLOWING ROT AND COLD
stretching from ~lorot·co to Indonesia, including AlbaThe founders of Pakistan have the difficult task of nia, certain parts of Bulgaria, and even Poland. south>c•pnrating what is valuable from what is obstructive L'rll :\luslim areas of Soviet Russia and Western China.
io the tenets of Islam for the purpost> of building a Malaya, and Indonesia. Certain parts of Burrna su~h
,;able modem State. In this job, they lind themselves as Tenasserim, are also marked in the Pan-Islamic
l;iving hostages to Islam, and its authorised represen- map! India of course, is to be split up into several st7Ull/
tatives. the mul/nhs, and have to reckon with them States under the name of Dinia and to form part of the
at cYCry step. The new Prime Minister Mr. F. K. subsidiary system of foreign States under the heac~· .,
:'lioon dt'<'larc-d the other day that the Islamic charac- mony of Islam!
·
~ ·. ··
t~r of Pakistan docs not militate against equal citizenIt is a~ainst tl1is background that we arc to conship to non-~luslims, for he said that its only impli- sider the frequent Islamic world conferences that ore
cation thnt the President should be a ~luslim was but being called at Karachi. The present one at Lahore ;,;
a smull point of no significance for the ordinary citi- the latest in the series in which the accent is on
7t"Ul.
Thi.o;; view is un overasimplification. for we see- scholarship, art and culturt•. Pre,;ous conferen<.'<'s
the immense difficulty that the advocnk'S of joint eh.~ were predominantly economic and political. Some
rornks havt• in Pakistan. The idea of an Islamic State 130 scholars from 31 countries including China, India.
in tht•ir minds exclude'S equal rights to non-:O.Iuslims.
UK, USA. USSH an• attending the present "colloquim"
The Islamic tenet. prohibiting the use of human or ronfen·nce at Lahon•.
imagc•s even in art, has had a profound influence in
!<Iamie art. forcing it to confine itself to pl~nt motifs
ISLAll AND "SPIRITUAL OUTLOOK" ·
exc!udin~ l'{'p~t'Sentations of man. Hence the plant
Jcs1~n trnct·ncs and nl'lworks carved in Islamic
President ~lirza sounded the kev-note of the delihuildings. sacred ~md s~ulnr. To (?in• wav to thl• berations, when he said tl1at Islam had for centuries ·
outcries of the mullnhs will have further repercussions fallen into the hands of ''1>alf-baked and ill-educated
•n other fields of life in Pakistan. The sanction of mullahs" and appealed to :\luslims to take it out from
poly!tamv by Islamic lnw has already raised protest by ·the four walls of -mosques and castl<;s." "Mullahs,»
JINNAH'S PIC'ITRE ON CURRENCY NOTES
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be said, "had woven into Islam a crazy network of
This assurance is welcome, but it wo~ld be foolish
fantasy and fanaticism. Inside the · mosques, the ~o weaken our defences, in. response to it. Mr. Noon
mullahs had made Islam a fairy tale, immersed in IS apparently sobered by India's purchases of bombers
.strange superstitions and opposed to forces of pro- and fighter planes. He realises that if Pakistan can
_gress. Outside the mosque, they had made it a hand- infli~t damage on India, it will not be with impunity.
maid of power politics. He asked the delegates to Ind1a, too, could destroy the few cities and centres of
endeavour to focus on Islam a searchlight of new production, meagre as they are in Pakistan. This
knowledge and thought, so that all would be able ought to be a· deterrent to madness.
to ,derive guidance from Islam, in accordance with
Mr. Surjit Singh Majithia told a Press Conference
thefr capacitY, and without any conHict with the spirit in Patna on 29 December that the Air Force of India
<>f the times. '
was far superior to that of Pakistan, and was strong
"The race between the conflicting ideologies of to- enough to ward off any invasion from that country
·day," he added, "is bound to end in atomic smoke though American aid had, no doubt, supplemented
unless their materialistic frenzy is moulded by the th~ arme~ strength of Pakistan. It is good to .hear
intercession of spiritual outlook, Islam providing a th1s public assurance from the authorities, who are
forum for experimenting an universal peace."
usually chary of expressing themselves on this subIt is difficult for the average outsider, and even ject of anxiety and paramount importance to the secufor the informed one, to associate a spiritual <Jutlook rity of the country.
··with Islam. Islam approves of Aurangzeb for his
·"spiritual" outlook but his policies of ;ezia (poll tax) BORDER TROUBLES FROM PAKISTAN AND
.and the demolishing of Hindu temples which conPRIME MINISTER'S HELPLESSNESS
notes an idea of the "spiritual outlook" difficult to
understand for the unbeliever. The Islamic ideas of
A delegation of tribes in Jaintia hills area, com'the Ghazi, the spiritual hero, who wins his "spiritual" plained to the Prime Minister, when he was there
merit by killing the Kafir is also somewhat difficult to recently, that the tribesmen and others had frequent
associate with spiritualism. If such tenets are "spiri- trouble resulting in losses in their border trade with
tual" in essence, then Islam should be said to have East Pakistan. The news reports were silent regarda different notion of spiritualism which it is essential ing details. This is another instance of the failure of
for Indians to understand. Until a clear understand- the press to do their plain duty in keeping the whole
ing is achieved between non-Muslims and Muslims country informed about the background of news items
in India, and in the world at large, on this matter, all of importance to the welfare of the nation. Assam and
political panchashila declarations and compromises Orissa figure very little in the big newspapers, and
.are built on sand. A modem, rational study should the rest of India know very little as to what is going
lay bare the sources of fanaticism and the closed mind on tl1ere.
in the central tenets of Islam, whether they pertain
So it is, in regard to the interior of Tamilnad and
to its central essence, or only to outlying a~cidental of Kerala and Saurashtra. These are terra incognita
.spheres, which can be cut away without damaging for the bulk of the people.
the central core of the religion.
In 1948, '49 and '50, we used to hear that" more
It is to be hoped that the Lal1ore conference will than five miles of Indian territory along the border
·yield some modem literature on the subject. This is of Assam had been forcibly occupied by Pakistani
.a question in which many spheres of scholarship in migrants unauthorisedly taking advantage of the large
the whole world ought to be interested. · In calling percentage of Muslims in the area. The Assam Govsuch a conference, President Mirza has revealed him- ernment, even passed legislation, taking power to ex.self to be a man of insight and statesmanship. But pel these unwanted migrants but it was never enwhether this insight and statesmanship makes for forced. This is one more instance of our grievously
·goodwill and harmony with India is a different matter, unjustified appeasement of Pakistan.
On tl1is occasion, too, the Prime Minister held out
for between expressed ideals and actual practice there
is a whole world of difference stretching between no hope of India being able to stop the border troubheaven and hell. Perpetual vigilance is the inescapa- les in trade, and even in the matter of unlawful in-- ble duty of Indian statesmanship, fir~t in rank and cursions into our territory, inHicting loss and dishonour to our people. He merely said, according to
·urgency and value.
available reports, that India could not change the
FEROZE KHAN NOON'S ASSURANCES
policy of Pakistan in this respect! It may be asked how
., On assuming charge of his Prime Ministership, Mr. such a defeatist answer squares with the loud claims
Noon has sounded a note of peace and reconciliation that India's foreign policy has been divinely successwith India. Speaking at a meeting organised by the ful? It has been successful only if India's practical
Awami League to celebrate their victory over the interests are not considered and included in the
electorate question, Mr. Noon asked the Indian people assessment.
to "disabuse their- minds of the fear" that Pakistan
EAST PAKISTAN AND THE HINDUS
wanted war with India. He recalled that on several
previous occasions he had assured Mr. Nehru that
There seems to be no end to the story of the cruel
Pakistan had no intention of declaring war with India.
He referred to the purchase of bombers and fighters expulsion of th.e Hindus from ~ast Pakist~~· Our
by India, and said that, only England benefited by it. Prime Minister IS fed up w1th the JOb of receiVIng and
Mr. Noon said that Kashmir was the chief cause of rehabilitating the endless stream of refugees. So he
quarrel with India, and that India should let a pleb- has recently declared that a date will be announced
iscite be held there. The Pakistan Government had beyond which Hindu refugees from Pakistan will
(Continued on page 19)
no intention to impose separate electorates.
THE INVIAN LIBERTARIAN
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THE REPUBLIC
By V. R.

Hcpublic day, it behoves every citizen to
O Nreview
the events of the year that is just passed

and contemplate tlJC extent to which the nation bas
been strengthened in its course and determination to
rcali.<e the high pt!rposes with which tlte Preamble to
the Constitution is charged. They fall under three
lll"ads.
The fi~st ~.ajor ~cad is cormnted by the wo~d "We"
with whJCh Jt begms- WE, the People of India ..... .
The word WE indicates our nation, the people of
India. The second set of words are taken from the
revolutionary cries of the French Revolution-liberty,
equality and fraternity - which constitute the values
of democrat")'. But we are not endeavouring to build
a universal democracy applicable to the whole of
mankind. The world is not yet ready for it If in
pursuit of this noble aim prematurely, India were to
treat Pakistanis as equal citizens of India, as some
short-sighted sentimentalists would propose, Indian
destiny will soon become a hell on earth. Gandhi
once offered 1\.lr. Jinnah a blank cheque in return for
co-operation in the demand for national independence. If it had been granted, the fate of non-Muslims
in India would have been the same as that of Hindus
in Pakistan today or that of Hungarians under the
hc~crnony of Soviet Russia.
The first thing we have to grasp is, therefore, the

necessity of nationalim1. The democratic rights of
liberty, equality and frdtemtty are first to be applied
to Indian citizens. Integral nationalism is the limit
and stuff of democracy in any viable sense.
THE

FATAL

ERROR

We have next to note that liberty comes first. Equality and fraternity have to be consistent with liberty.
It is this that is abrogated by socialism. In India,
we are following without realising the self-contradictory road of Marxist socialism, which is supposed
to result in true liberty and peoples democracy. This
is a fatal error. The second Five Year Plan is taking_
us towards dictatorship unintentionally.
With the Order for the compulsory deposit of
reserves of companies with Government and the·
nationalisation of insurance companies, we have
moved a long way towards State socialism, which
will destroy liberty in the end. Justice in the preamble
is an after-thought to stand for dharma. If Marxist
socialism contin~es to be our policy, republicanism
\viii become impossible of realisation even before we
have learnt to recognise it. This is the outstanding:
thought that arises on a contemplation of past year's
events. It is not yet too late for the democratic elements in the country to arrest the slippery "progress~
towards socialism.

1957:--AT HOME AND ABROAD
By 1\I. A. Venkata Rao
•...••.......•.•........•.....
Nt•w Year day, it is customary to review the
O Ne\·cnt.<
of the past year. But it is doubtful bow

chev and the Soviet Union that gave some concessions
to the liberal demands of the Polish workers, intelligentsia and the peasants. The rigidity of Stalinist
rule was relaxed in many ways. Poland was permitted
to have some aid and trade from the USA, peasants..
were permitted to back out of the collectives, and '
the press got a little more freedom to criticise affairS:. ·
The military units of the Soviets were withdrawn
into cantonments and overt show of force was avoided.
This was possible on account of the refusal of Gomulka
to repudiate Soviet authority altogether and todemand full national independence and full political
democracy with plurality of parties.
But in Hungary, Imre Nagy went too far and
demanded the withdrawal of Soviet forces altogether,
announced a free plural party system and neutrality
in foreign affairs etc. He was removed by treachery
and Kadar was installed, with the help of Russian
tan~ •. who proceeded to apply the rigours of the full
Stallilist terrors to scotch the revolt The terror is.
still continuing with death penalties and torture t<>
prisoners. Many thousands were deported to Russian
slave labour camps.
The Russians and the Kadar regime refused to-

far such reviews induce any significant learning (in
the lenders of nations) from the blunders of the past
year. History, particularly that of the recent past, is
so complc.' in its motivations and the intermi-rure of
effects, that few statesmen have the insight into real
causes and meaningful effects to be able to draw the
right lessons for future guidance. Yet man cannot
live in the passing present. He must look before and
after, and assert his freedom to mould the future in
acconlance with the direction of his rational hopes.
What are the major events of 1957 at home and
abroad and what can we learn from a proper survey
and understanding of them?
WORLD

ABROAD

To take up the wider scene of world politics first, we
n_ute that the year 1957 begins with a serious testing
tunc, both for the Soviet bloc and the free world.
The So~~et bloc spent the year trying to digest the
r~volts m Poland and Hungary in October of the preVIous year (1956). In Poland, the regime of Gomulka
succeeded m arri\;ng at a compromise with Khrush-
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tlic name of socialis;n. Yet the w~rld is full .,f willin ·
Hungary, but put forth their own ,·crsion of the . believers who strangle all evidence and arc willing t~
H uugarian freedom struggle,- as consisting in counter toe the line!
·
re\·olution-Ied by Fascists, landlords and capitalists of
The SO\•iets have made the world forget the mor"l
the Horthy era, egged on and financed and armed by rot within their regime by the spectacular success of
the \Vest, particularly the USA. This was a travesty of their Sputniks and their intercontinental ballistic
the truth but the Iron Curtain, plus tremendous pro- rocket missile. They l1ave won back the admiration
paganda and the co-operation of fellow-travellers, of the world by this resounding success which b"-'
have combined to· put up a thick smoke-screen of served to create a moral confusion with the suggt'Stion
falsehood hiding the tragedy of Hungary. The Soviets that scientific advance so astonishing could not emusuffered a tremendous loss of face but they continue nate from a totally bad and oppressive social system:
in the old path of deceiving the world as to the truth Poland and Hungarian cries for freedom are forgottt·n
of their terror system.
in this spectaculur victory over space.
permit the UNO couunittt.-c of invc:,tigution to (:nter

RED

PATCH-UP

Khrushchev has engaged himself, in the course of
the year, to patch up the cracks in the allegiance of
the satellites. He has induced Tito to support him
in his foreign policy to the extent of Yugosla,•ia re·
cognising the East Gennan regime, to the annoyance
of West Germany. Tito first supported the Hungarian
freedom lighters, but halted and withdrew, when
they demanded a clean break with communism with
its one-party regime. It was clear that he was a
dictator at heart. Democracy in II ungary will release
forces in his own backyard that may overthrow his
dictatorial ntle! He supports di\•erse roads to socialism only so long as the one-party dictatorship is maintained intact!
India has been unnecessarily misled in the evaluation of the Hungarian tragody by reliance on the
judgment of Tito. India committed a blunder in recognising Kadar. Her belated criticism of Russian
intervention, due more to the pressure of public
• opinion at home and abroad) than to spontaneous
exercise of moral judgment lost India the moral prestige she had won by her non-alignment. The Western
world drew the conclusion that India's Prime ~Iinister
was more interested in pleasing the Russians, or at
least, in not displeasing them, t•ven in matters so
grave as the ntthless strangling of a nations sou I by
military might than in truth and freedom.
Khntshchev has succeeded in n•imposing the rule
of the Kremlin on the satellites. He has got the
majority of the satellites to sign a document, accepting
the supremacy of the Soviet Union's communist party,
,md to the revival of the Cominform in the shape of
a new journal through which ideological conformity
:can be maintained. Poland signed it but Yugoslavia
·"has r<'fused. China has accorded full support to
SoYiet Russia in this policr of streamlining satellite
adherence. ~lao tsc-Tung was alanned at the astonishing way in which cvt'n the communist party of
workers, university stuJcnts, intclligE.·ntsia and
peasants m~lted away in Hungary during the revolt.
So he announced a new policy of letting a "thousand
flowers bloom and all rural views to contend" openly
with each other. But the blast of criticism of the regime let loose by this concession soon upset the equanimity of Mao and he proceeded to punish drastically
the leading figures, who had dared t<1 exercise the
freedom given. The lesson is clear that the Chinese
, Reds are committed to the same kind of mental and
physical slavery of the masses as Soviet Russia maint<tined by police terror, hitched to the star of forced
indush·ialisation, collccth·e farms _auJ military power.
It is a misnomer and cruelty to call this system by
"filE 1\'TJTAN UIJERT.-Ill!AN

CHANGE

OF

PREMIER

IN

BRITAIN

. The year opene-d with the disappearance of Edt"'
!rom the leadership of the conservative party and
Government in Great Britain and the assumption of
the Prime ~Hnistership by :\h-. Macmillan. MacMilhm
has tried to patch up the dangerous rift with the
USA caused by the Suez cw1al fiasco that coincided
with the Hungarian tragedy. Tho Kremlin made fearful use of the occasion to cover her own horror in
Hungary with pointing the moral of tho Anglo-Fronch1sracli imperialism in Suez. The world seemed to
ha,·e nothing to choose bet\wen Western nnd Russum
imperialisms. This moral equivalence bct\veen them
In the public opinion of the free world is yet cloggin!i
the path to a mobilisation of the true conscience ot
mankind. These two events and the behnviow- of till·
two blues have drawn a picture of the morn! confusion
that is preventing the formulation of effective policie..
making for a better world of frL'<.'<Iom and equality
for all. Macmillan succeeded, (with tho help of tlu·
Sputniks that generated a new mood of humility in
the USA), in getting ucconl to a policy of inferdepen·
tlcncc in science and atomic .sb·tmgth based on l'~~
change of secrets. Tho NATO conference of l'aru
was attended by President EisenhO\ver and some kind
of unanimity was patche-up.
• America offered to equip tlw NATO cotmlrics with
her inll'rmc'<iiatc missiles of a mnge of about 1500
miles. Norway and West Ge1many refused to haw
them and desired to give a hearing to the Russu111
proposal of having :m "atom free region" in Central
Europe, including West Germany und Poland.
NEW WAVE OF DEFEATISM IN THE WEST

This is causing a new wave of defeatism iu thL·
West, inducing the European nations to toy with th•·
idea that it would be best to witlulraw from the giar.{
contest altogether and let tiJC two Great Powers sdtk
the qu:uTcl between th"m over the heads of tilt' small
nations. The USA is staggered by the >"UCCCSS of tlw
Sputniks, and the tbreat tlll'y indicate that the Ru.\·
sians can send atomic-warheads attached to long nmgc

missiles from within their own borders to any part of
the USA! Tho line of bases round the RussillD border
has now been rendered useless! The USA is preparing to pour more money than e~er into scientific C'.:·
periment and education.
.
There is yet no indication thnt the USA 1s prepared
to retrieve the moral leadership of the free world br
any spectacular gesture comp:n-able to Marshal_! Aid.
To wrest the moral leadership of the world m th,·
race for competitive co-existence with Soviet !lussia.
she will han• to announce a hold plan for helpmg tht·

uml<·nlcvclopcd countri<~ of Asia and Africa' on 'a
b!'):!e scale.
. ..
'!1lC Afrasian Solidarity Conference held m Ca1ro
in December is consolidating the gains won by the
1\us;ians on tht propaganda front by .mo~ilising a~ti
We>t sentiments and painting the SoviCts m attractive
colours as the sole champion of the poor and oppres·
S<·d pmples of the world. ~is is where th~ world
stands today, with the West m a mood of anx•~ty and
fear. and the Hussian empire in a mood of triumph,
w!J<·rcd only by the rumblings within her own "'!rtain,
n1mhlings caused by tht! hunger for freedom m the
sat .. llitcs and in Hussia herself. The cold war has
approad~ed ct crisis within a crisis, needing urgent
refashioning of policit~ to save the world from catastrnphc. The round-the-clock patrolling of atom bomb
lad<11 Am<·rican bombers round the territories of inter·
national communism arc not enough to meet the situation. Strength is necessary but not enough. The
sombre t11lours of the sunset of Western civilization
and snidl nf war arc already assailling our senses.
NEARER HOI\IE IN INDIA

What of the situation within the country?
It is not without anxiety brought on by our own too
ambitious plans under the Second Five Year Plan, and
the spectacular failure of the First Plan in tl1e matter
of food production. The t'Omplaeency over the success
of food production, which was more due to timely
rains was rudely disturbed by rising prices throughout
the year. The Ashoka Mehta Committee declared
what was plain for all to se-c that the leaders had slept
in the interval. The country should demand as to why
the')' ignored the signs and lulled it to a sense of safccy.
Ek'<'lion tactics cannot be put forward as an excuse.
1bc leaders in Government have failed to take tlte
mt•asurcs suggc>sted for a full solution of the food situation even before 1947-the building of buffer stocks
~1 system of aid to tho farmer, the restoration of
major irri~ation reservoirs, the building of warehouses
in rural areas etc. These should have been completed
long a~o. together with a long term agreement with
~ain surplus countries like the USA, Canada, Austra·
Ua, Siam, Burma and Indo-Cl]jna. These are being
thought of only now.

TROUBLE IN THE SOUTH

On other fronts, too, the year has produced grave
troubles. Foremost among these is the agitation of
the Dravida Kazagam led by Mr. Ramaswami Niacker.
He has been emboldened by the electoral alliance that
~lr. Nadar made with him to come out into the open,
and tlrreatcn to burn the Constitution, the national
Bag and portraits of Gandhiji. The Madras Government replied with a new law, making such acts dishonouring national emblems, punishable. Many Kazagam men were sentenced. Mr. Naicker also incited
mass killing of Brahmins. He is sentenced to six
months. But the disease lies deeper.
The Kazagam movement has developed an amalgam
of half truths like the Nazi philosophy of race regarding Dravidian and Aryan elements in history and culture. It wants to repudiate the entire Aryan culture
of the North. imposed on the defeated Dravidians by
Aryans, of whom the Brahmins ate supposed to be the
original leaders. A continuous hate campaign against
the North and the Brahmins has been going on for
over a decade now. The Centre and all nationalists
should analyse tltese ingredients of tltis social poison
and initiate a multi-pronged policy for winning the
misled people back to healthy nationalism and fellow-.
ship. So far, there is no sign of any such constructive·
policy anywhere, whether in official or unofficial
quarters.
•
The Nagas have been given administrative region
of their own, along \vith the tribes of the North-east
Frontier Agency on the borders of Assam and Burma
with China on the bend of the_ Brahmaputra. This is
another field where national leadership has failed to
create unit}'. It neglected affairs in this area in spite
of earnings from shrewd observers like Mr. Golwalkar.
in 1947. It is to be hoped that the Nagas will be won
for the nation bv this gesture.
The struggle between the Akalis and the Hindus
carried on in the name of Hindi, reveals again the •
defect of national leadership. It is tlte result of the
Goverrunents appeasement of tl1e Akali Sikhs in grantmg them a re~;ional share in the administration. It
is feared that 'this will lead to a Sikh State. Here
(Continued on page 20)

D!'DACLE ON FOOD I'RONT SPELLS FAILURE
OF PLAN

The failure on the food front spell the failure of
financing of the Five Ycar Plan. Hundreds of crorcs had
to be spent on food imports which ate ur much foreign cxchan~c. Indiscriminate import b

in taxation, and some assurance about labour discipline. These arc as much necessary for domestic capital as for foreign. So India continues to remain uneasily in Tri.sanku...:midway between dictatorship ·and
freedom-with official ideology all in the direction of
economic dictatorship. .
· '
The States are embarking at the pressure of the
Centre. on land reforms on the communist pattern
with ceilings, forced transfer of land from landowners
to tenants, catastrophic reduction in rents to a fourth
or fifth or sixth of the produce, forced formation of
co-operative of collective farms, farcical compensation
(in bonds, not cash) to dispossessed landlords etc.
These measures now proposed by Mysore and
Kcrala and about to be declared in Andhra and
l\ladras are more motivated by the desire to win the
,·otes of tlte landless than by any economic plan to
increase production. The result is the creation of an
artificial and unnecessary chaos in the countryside
for some time. ~Iiddle class, urban discontent will be
reinforced br a widespread discontent in the villages.
All farn1ers cannot be satisfied with Congress patronage. Those left out in the cold will stir up the
peasant population.

machinery

under the Plan created a huge deficiency in foreign exchange.Critics had foretold these difficulties as well as
the others (inflation and so on) even as early as 1955
wht•n the ~lahalnnobis Plan-Frame was announCL-d.
Events have tragically confirmed the critics, and yet
tho Go\'enuncnt is dithering without a firm decision
to prune the plan. Finance Minister Krishnamachari's
•njourn in the USA. Britain and West Gcrmam· will
no doubt, brio~ some relief but it was clear th;tt the
mojor hurdle in the path of foreign aid coming to
India lies in the uneconomic or anti·economic policies

of runawoy socialism, that India is putting into force.
~ndustrinlists .brought the report that plenty of foreign
mwstment, m partnership with Indian capital, is
rt'ady f<? come to India under fa\'ourable terms if only
the Indum Government revamps her regulations of the
cap1tal market, and makes some concessions to foreign
mwstors, such as relief from double taxation, stability
7
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Red· Chenglli:z Khans On The Move

WESTERN STRATEGIC BLIND ALLEY
By Charles A. Willoughby
A clear muzlysis of the present position of the East-West "cold u:ar". ~\ccor<lin" to tl1e author the decline
of West is traceable to violations of principles as applied to diplomacy as well as to "·ar. "The hordes
of (Red) Chenghis Khan are on the mope."

}

propose. in the present article, to subject the strategic position of the United States of the tt•clmiqucs
of analySIS I have learned and practiced in the course
of a long and, I hope, useful military career.
I make the following assumptions:
Disarmament negotiatiohs can now be filed away
as one more "noble experiment"-and a further
Canossa for the West since the Russians made good
use of them: while demanding that nuclear tests be
discontinued they accelerated their own missile-firing
and were able, fiually, to announce a successful 5000
mile-model.
WHERE

REDS

CAN'T BE

BEATEN

Western intelligence has not penetrated, and is not
likely to penetrate, the Iron Curtain - in part because
espionage agents in Russia face torture and death,
with no Supreme Court waiting in the wings to give
them a reprive. We have, in consequence, no reliable
evidence proving that the Russian do not have a
workable intercontinental missile, and cannot assume
that they don't. They certainly hnve a long-range
Schnorkel-type submarine and a superior twin-engine
jet-bomber to say nothing of the Sputnik.
Russian technological advances, we may note in passing, arc punishment for our political sins. It was we
who drove Germany's military technicians into the
Russian orbit - to escape the sinister absurdities of
"Volke~erichte" and. post-factum "War Crimes tribunals' . The Schnorkel, the jet and the rocket were.
. all three, initially of German design.
The West weakened itself greatly during the years
of the so-called deterrent by taking the latter seriously.
Only a perfunctory minimum of conventional defensive armament was developed in the decade following Hiroshima. Rllssia, meanwhile, armed to the
teeth. The West, at the end of the period, had less
than one-fifth of the number of ready divisions it had
maintained in an average pre-war year ( 1928), as
witness the following table:
Counl'rl/
Benelux

'"'" 1

18
34
u.s.
United Kingdom 89
France
118

Gcnnany

italy
Russia.

1928
17
12

ww 11 19.57 (NATO)

20
79

23

49

30

90

45

10
28

190
50

2:25

9.5

225

228

4·5
5
5
2
3
8

175

\Vitness also the recent statements of top \Vestern
commanders; General Norstad requests at least 30
divisions on the Denmark-Switzerland front. NATO
naval Commanders ( 1957) commented on exercise
Scawitch "these forces nrc at pn·sc>nt inadequate in

\'iew of tl1e l'nonnous number of Soviet submari11cs .. "

The obvious discrepancy between Russian and NATO
"ready" divisions was in itself an adequate reason for

not discussing disarmament at the present juncture.
Moreover, by any professional military shmdards,
the troop dispositions along the crucial European
front ( Denmark-S,vitzerland) violate the basic principles of war; that of "mass", that of "economy of
force," and that of the "objective."
MILITARY

FOLLIES

The decline of the West, like the story of Carthage
and Rome, is traceable to violations of the principles
that apply to diplomacy as well as to war; indeed,
diplomatic blunders may well have played the major
role. In the chill climate of the "cold war", the Weot
is now confronted with parrying another blow, a Russian claim of the most sinister potential: a long-range
nuclear missile, in the hand of power-drunk megalomaniacs without moral or ethical restrains and with
a known record of consistent perfidy and violonce.
The hordes of Genghis Khan are on the move! But
our concem here is with the military errors that produced our present situation.

The finest crop of suicidal follies in the military
area is to be found in the fields of aviation and nuclear annaments. For one thing, as we have already
noted, the harsh and punitive handling of postwar
Germany (irresponsible of de-Nazification and the
threat of "war criminality") dro,•e the most important German technicians in airplane and rocket design
into the arms of the Russians, who thus obtained expert management for their industrial production and.
make no mistake about it - the present quality of
Soviet planes and weapons is inexplicable on Ail)'
other grounds. Secondly, there is the almost casual
manner in which, thanks to Harry Truman, our allimportant nuclear inventions slipped from Allied in~
Russian hands. Some notes taken at MacArthur s
Head quarters in 1945 throw light on this:
Japan was ready for the coup de grace as early a.<
October 1944 and it could have been administered
with conventional weapons. With Japan's weakness
completely revealed, the employment of the atomic
bomb had no justification.
.... It is rare in military history that a nation obtains
a monopoly on a hitherto secret weapon or techniq~e
of absolute supremacy. Had Truman kept the atomtc
bomb a secret, the American politico-military position today would be impregnable. Premahtre exposure led to intensified Russian espionage through a
sinister ~Iemen! of modern decadence - the fifth
c:olumn, the native traitor, the citizen snboateur . ...

(Continued on page 9)
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Revolutionising Indian Life Section If
Annihilate Superstition (Part V) *
By Dr. K. K Kini,

M.A. PH.D.

(Columbia University)

Former Director of Public lmtnrction, Jodhpur.
REBIRTH

is SUPERSTITION

( 32) Hindus generally ~li':'"e that <;very perso~
has a soul, that this soul IS mdcstructible, that It
rmchc-s heaven or hell after his death and that, there,
it gets reward and punishment, each in proportion to
the goodness am~ ~adness of the ~ctions d_one in previous lives that 1t IS reborn on this earth m the form
of some h~man being (or a lower animal if his past
actions or Kanna are grossly bad) and that when, it
is reborn in human or animal body, it has again the
joys and sorrows in the proportion of virtuous . an~
evil actions done in the past lives and that the mdi,;dual soul undergoes or takes such lives ad-infinitum
until, by continuous and progressive good deeds, it
merges into Cod (whatever this term may mean) for
the so-called emancipation.
( 33) A rational mind is not satisfied with this thesis or tlwory of rebirth. There is absolutely no
,,..;dence that there is a distinct entity called soul in
man, which one can isolate and experiment with, anr
more than that there is a soul in an animal (including
in insect or a germ) or a plant. Every /icing being
or thing ha.. undoobtedly some energy in it. This
energy enables it to live and grow. When that energy

begins to dccrea.ye its decay begins, t"'!l ~; old uge
sets in. When that energy fades away, rts l•fe ceases.
( 34) Nobody h~ seen _the so~ nor ~ven felt it
objectively or expenenced It. Wh1le ancient psychologists learned psychology as the science of the
soul, the present ones term it as the s"!ence o~ the
mind or consciousness, and some even call It the SCience
of behaviour, not bringing even the mind into the
picture. There is no evidence that there are heaven
and hell as distinct from this planet and that any
soul, even if it can he postulated to exist, has the
Kanna of the individual attached to it after his death ·
and that it reaches either heaven or hell which are
mere fantasies of superstitious human mind.
( 35) There is no evidence that any distinct entity,
soul, takes birth again and experiences the fruits of
its actions done in past lives, if at all there be such.
The whole theorv of rebirth is a fantastic affair, a
product of fertile "imagination, one mass of speculation
without any factual basis.
( 36) Bhagwan Das says: ""The Vaidika doctrine is
well-known, that the soul comes to the stage of man
after passing through many lower forms, and takes
numerous rebirths in the human form. In fact, Hinduism, Buddhism. Jainism, Sikhism, are so full of it,
that it is not needed to quote texts in proof. It does
not appear tl1at Bible and Quoran contain any' explicit affirmation of rebirth. But they nowhere deny
it either. And Christ said that the prophet Elizab had
come again as John the Baptist" There is only an affirmation about soul here and no proof. Buddhism, Jainism and Sikhism are cousins of Hinduism, and it is
no wonder that they are full of the doctrine. That
the Bible and the Quoran nowhere deny the doctrine
cannot be regarded as proof of the truth of the doctrine. It must also be remebered that ideas of religion
were wafted in the past from India both towards the
Western and Eastern countries, and therefore any sinailarities in religious conceptions in those regions are not
to he regarded as independent evidence. Well has Mr.
E. B. Havell statcdt "Recent archaeological research
has discovered evidence of the presence of Asoka's missionaries in Egypt, and as no religion can be e~Jllain
ed or understood as a disconnected fact in the process
of Man's spiritual development, it is more than justifiable to conclude that the Buddhist missions established by Asoka prepared the soil from which both
Christianity and Islam afterwards sprang." ·

(Continued from page 8)
The West docs not appear to learn from experience.
In both World Wars the "intelligence" services parachuted weapons by the thousand to every partisan
of the moment, from Yugoslavia to 1\lalaya. The
fruits of this suicidal folly became apparent in North
Korea, in 1951, when illiterate Chinese coolies could
press the triger of Czech automatic rifles and knock
off American draftees in high school or collegiate
categories, and economic wastage of appalling signifinancc. The white man is an expensive and limited
t'Ommoditr: soon the European conscript was to be
outnumbered a hundred to one.
Fortunately. Western genius for complex machinerr
has come to tlw rescue. temporarily, through the development of expensive aircraft, ships and guns and
the ultimate nuclear weapon. Instruments of "mass
dt'Stmction" in being or under design could stem the
flood of Communist cannon-fodder provided again
thut these instmml'nts were \\itbhcld from potential
enemies. Tltis is what we forgot to the degree
when it came to safeguarding the Western atomic
arsenal. This is no time for "sharing" a scarce commodity of which we have the major supply. "PeaceLAW OF KARMA IS UNTENABLE
.
ful use" of atomic energy is a semantic opiate that
( 37) Botl1 the Law of Karma and tlte Doctrine of
only blurs hard realities. And we forget it ont of Rebirth are not tenable. Of course every action 1>as
the chronic malaise of parliamentary democracies: in- a reaction; a cause has an effect. Love may cause
dlicient security and intelligence services, inadequate love or not; but hate does produce hate. Love has .a
ch"il and moral discipline, and political philosophies chance of giving birth to love; but hate has absolutely
that cannot rope \\ith Communist techniques of in- no chance of producing love. Similarly, good actions
flltration and conquest.
may give rise to good actions from others or not; but
(To be continued)
Parts I to IV Wt'rc puhlishcd in February 1, :\larch 18, May I
From National Rccicu; (U.S.A.)
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will be in~<1ded;. &hall w(dools :On, b~ause''iit ·is rerea.ctions. This the ordinary experience in. our ch1ily.· ~ garded as .i!llmoral to kill othel'. human beings· by our
life on this earth, ·
·
·
· · non-violent proponents, ~vho thmk that tl~e same GOO
(38) But if:<Jne'says that our actions, produce-r~~.· ,is in tluf.a~gress~': too according to Ve~anta philos?-·
actions after death, one can only assert that there 1s ~hy? Is k1lhng a~umals. for food moral o_r 1mm?ral? M!Ino proof to that: effect. -W~elf soul itself, canno~ be. h.ons of,,veget~nan .Hmdus, who cons1der. VIOlence .as
postulated with· any degree_.of· certainty and. there- sm, ta~e cod~bver 01l, essences of meat, tomes prepared
fore when rebirth itself cannot be·proved; it IS most from hvers of cows, bulls, sheep and .goats. Do they
unlikely that Karma performed bn this planet is car· commit sin and will there be. punishmenr for them
riecl over when this:·body is·disposed olf'aftei death. after death.>"<" r' l t:n 1.· , l.l:r:; ' " :
Bhagwart Das states: ·•"Virtue and mel'it ate rewarded;
( 40) .u we pu~h th~ law· ?f .Karma to its logical
vice and sin are punished someday; somewhere; soon- ~nclus~mlf!, O';lr:hfe·wtll be ta.tol~rable and ?ur acer or later here or thereafter.~:, ..Virtue and VICe .are . tions wdl be ndtculous. ·Morality 1S only relative. It
relative.-· The Ancient Aryans thought that" tesortin~ is •different !in different h~ligions,''countl'ies, ·societies
.to intoXicating ·dl'inks,: eating meat, .including 'Qeef, and times.'' It is highly im~robable that one God or
matrying widows and waging wars aud killing the. ~ven, a ~ultitude of Gods will be successful in assess~
enemy in a righteous cause were virtuous deeds. Large 1.ng the nghteousne~s .and wrongness of. the deeds perc
sections ·of the present day Hindus however think that formed by 2,500' ID\lhons of human bemgs •every mothe$e actions are .not virtuous. ·Many think that they. ment"of their, life ori this. planet. and go on assi~ni!tg:
are vicious..· Then, was reward attached to these ac- marks to thenl':for the 'sm or .vutue connected With
tiOOS in the past and iS punishment ;attached tO, these e~\Ch Of these rnilliOflS· Of actiOt;tS· ,·,I > ,;:
very actions at present? ., : · .; : . . .. '
' - • · ,. ,
' (41 },• IJ:n Jainism and' Buddlusm, <there IS absence of
(59) Chatterjee. and Datta sayf "The law of Karma·. behef ·in God::·.T.hen< who ~records· and a~sesses the
in its different aspects· may be. regarded as the. law Karma of the 1mlhons ·of Jams and Buddhists?· Who
of the conservation of moral values, merits and de~ <leak the tewards and punishment? · ·' · '· •,."
·
merits of action.". Morality is relative.. Sri Rama sent
. INHEn,ENCE .. OF JOYS 'AN~ ·SORROWS '
Sita, -:vhen she was preg~ant, to the forest, w~tere ther~ . :: (42.)",;rhe real'truth. is thai:· joys<l)nd sorrows are·
were ·c~ances of her ,bemg devoured by· W1ld beastsi mherent in life on ·this· planet.. Healthy growth is
Was thJS. act moral? . J'he five Pa~davas l~oked ~n joy.·· lll-health and decay is sorrow~· We should not
when theu comm~n w1fe, Dmupadt.was b~mg s~tp-, go qn, brooding·ovet·' the moral aspect of 'our' actions
ed of her clothes m the open court of the kmg, Dnta~ evel' and anon; · ·It celtain action is called for at
r~l:ta, tl1e uncle of the Pandavas.•. Wha~ mo.ral c~de· certain .moment'
our benefit and for the benefit
d1~ t~e Pandav~s· adopt wh~n t~ey .•wexe W1tnesslll:g of our br~thet·en, tt must be done, wlwtever may be
thiS diabolical sm? ..Was their achoq moral?. IUodm the msult.' If any nation should attack us, we should
• E;~ial Uniiilof Ali ReUgU,.;s (?: 2::ri )., "
·' fight back and destroy it, pqme ~hat may.
t The lntrotluctio-n ot)ndlan Philosophy (p. 11):'
'
_(To b!",?o-?tin~ed)

it is certain that bad il.ctions \vi!!' not.'prodtice good,:
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MaJ~viya

.Was :No ':'C.o'ward -~~!:'A;;_~omm~nalist
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DURING
unveiling of a ;portrait of Pandit'~ tion not. only to tl1e present membfCrS of ParliaJPent
·Madan M·..!:an 'Malaviya by President Rajenclra' · but those coming to it ~ future. . , . , ,' . ·
·
Prasad in Parlia• -1ent Hall on Decem,be1· ll:/last; l'rime
'
l
NEHRU
ON
MALAVIYA.
Minister. Nehru a~ked whether there wa~ ;\ny who had
a better claim to !'.ave his portrait in the Hall.'' "In the i
Hall which has witnessed the historic framing ·of the
\7ice-Pre~ide~t R~'clhakri~hn~n ' describ~d · Pantlit
Constitution and the proclamation of independence," l\:talaviya as ."staunch Hindu .whose mission was. to
he proceed. d to observe, "it is right and fitting 'that' rehabilitate th.•~ culturally displaced and .spiritually upthe portraits of the architects of tbci nation's freedom rooted people. of, the country.. , But, smd Dr. :Radha-;
should b.~ .there". ·, '' ·' · ' · ' ·.· · ; 1 ' '' krishnan, '~he never allowed his religious faith t0 inter. Quite. (rankly; these words from lVlr: 'Nehrti, '\vho 'i~ fere with national interests.;· In, other :words, accord-'
.evet ready to condemn c01nmtmialism 'in ·others-as if ing toi Dr.. ,ll.adhakrishnan, Pt,.. Mala:viya. was not a
ta prove that he has none of it-:-took nty breath away communalist at all. ,It may be;~. said that the President
·but·~lien I recollected that he is past·master.in the holds the,'same 0 pinion of Pandit J',1alaviya, but that
art of running with the hare and hunting with the cannot:be said o( Mr. Nehru,'whose opinions of Pandit
hou_nds and that h~ was not the_man to lose·an oppor~ Malaviya went on r~cord jn his Autobiogmphy. '.' . ·
tumty to endear himself to millions of those who hold. · .In Chapter XXII,:.entitled "Controversies in India",
Malaviyaji's memory sacred. · · · ·
·.. ' .
· he; deals. with the new., Nationalist P;uty .formed by;
Nor were his other Nationalist colleagues 'less em- Pundit Malaviya. and Lala Lajput Rai jn the middle'
·pbatic in their praise of the great Hindu leader.· The of the twenties, saying:· "The new Nationalist Party
, portrait, Dr. Rajendra Prasad felt, would give imp ira- was ;tlso wholly; a Hindtt- pflrty, working in close corfl
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operation w1th the Hindu Mahasabba. Pundit Mal~
viya's leadership of it was easy_ to understand, for .•t
represented as nearly as poss1ble hJS own public
attitude .... lie was also the most popular leader of
the Hindu Mahasabha, and, in regard to communal
matters, his polic-y differed from that of the Congr~ss".
Again he says in the same chapter: "Many a Hmdu
felt that tlwre was too much of the stand-up-and-deliver ahoutthc Muslim attitude, too much of an attempt
to extort special privileges with the threat of going
over to the other side. Because of this the Hindu
Mahasahha rose to some importance, representing as
it did Hindu nationalism, Hindu communalism opposing Muslim communaliom. The aggressive activities
of the Mahasubha acted on and stimulated still further
this Muslim communalism, and so action and reaction
went on, and in the process the communal temperature
of the country went up."
What is most remarkable about the passage quoted
above is that the author docs not say that what many
a Hindu felt was wrong, because he himself perhaps
was among them. In any case the vast majority of
Cong.rcssmcn were. When unfair demands are made,

they can either be resister.! or conceded. To appease
those who make unfair demands is to submit to injustice and put a premium on blackmail. To resist them
is the only proper course for a man who wants justice
and Jll'ace to prevail on earth. This resistance on the
part of the Hindu Mahasabha under the leadership of
l'amlit ~lalaviya constituted "aggressive activities' for
1\lr. Nehru. So much for his serJSe of justice and
fairplay.
I have quoted enough from Mr. Nehru's Autobiography to show that he regarded Pundit Malaviya as
a communalist. Indeed, there is a direct statement to
that effect in Chapter LXVII entitled "Some Recent
Happenings', l'>lr. Nehru there says: "The two outstanding features of the Congress, as far as I could
make out from my distant and secluded abode on the
mountains, were: the dominant personality of Gandhiji
and the cxcecdingly poor show that the communal
opposition under Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya and
~lr. Am·y put up,"
~lr, Nduu seems to think that any one who stands
up for Hindu rights is n communalist, as if the majority community has no business to have any rights, as
if the people who constitute the bulk of the nation
have no business to have any rights, not even that of
prnt<•ction of their own women and their property,
For, it must be remembered that it was when Hindu
wom<'n began to he insulted and molested
Muslim
goondas that Pundit Mnlaviya felt the urge o a higher
call than that of his age-old allegiance to the National
Congre.<S over which he had presided thrice, Any
one who knew Pundit Malaviya can say with confidence that, as against the infuriated activities mentioned abm·e, th~ communal ratio and percentage in
the Sl'rvices and legislatures had no weight at all in
his noble mind,
·

br

niALAVIYA

WAS NO

knows. But his words are worth remembering-words.
which made him communal in Mr. Nehru's eyes but
which deserve to be inscribed in letters of gold:
"It is a matter of shame that a country where there
was a gallant army of Kslwtriyas ... has fallen so low
that a /wndful of foreign people may rule and insult
it or any one anwng the Muslims may dLJre attack our
women and temples . ...•.
"The clay edl-mincled Muslims . .. realise that they
would get two blows for one, on that dLJy there wiU
be perfect unity among us . •....
"I want each and every woman in our country to
know how to fire a pistol. .....
"Our Go-gohar and Triya-gohar are fanwus. When-·
ever a cow or a woman is in trouble, she calls out and
the whole village makes the brutes run away. I cannot say anything about men but, if I live long enough,
I will at least teach women how to fire with a pistol.
They-the image of Kali-would .manage to defend
tlwmselves. But, nwn, what about you? With what
face wiU you confront women? If you are men, you
should know how to defend your rights and your
property."
Indeed, in a speech in Del'.i, l1e went so far as to
warn Muslims that even if only one Muslim life was
lost for every Hindu killed, the Muslims would be extinct in India by the time Hindus were reduced to
two hundred million.
No wonder MI-. Nehru thought he"was a communalist. No man in India has spoken for the Hindus as
Pundit Malaviya spoke. I have given some extracts
from his speeches to show that the man who thought
it was part of his patriotic duty to indulge in what
Mr. Keskar, the Minister of Information, would call
"communal incitemenC is being given the highest
honour that it is possible for the country's Parliament
to bestow and has received the highest tribute that
it was possible for Mr. Nehru to give. After this, all
talk of "communalism" and "communal excitemnt" on
the part of the Prime Minister and his obedient minister of Information is sheer hypocrisy, if they cannot
produce exhortations, far worse than those which entitled Pandit Malaviya to a place in the Gallery of the
Immortals, from among the recent issues of the papers
which are being penalised by the refusal of Government advertisements to them.
And, be it remembered, it was not the communalism
of Pandit Malaviya or that of the Hindu Sabha which
resulted in the division of the country and the communal orgies of 1947. They were both produced by the
double-crossing in 1937 of the U.P. Muslim League
by the Congress High Command when 1\lr. Nehru was
the Congress President. .
-Organiser

COWARD

And Pandit Malaviya was no coward. There were-

<'Owa~ds who had nothing to say when evil-minded

M_uslnns suid in effect: "Stand up and deliver" other-

w:s~ you an_d your v.:o~en are not safe in the country.
\\ h.1t Pand1t ~lalav•ya s retort-the only possible de-

<'t'nt retort-was, almost every one in the country
11
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Hindi Hysteria, "Panchashila" , And · Indian Ecmiomy
By Libra ·
TJ;~E

present conflict regarding the language issue
no new phenomenon. As early as 1817, there
was a battle between the Anglicists and the Mediaevalists leading to the triumph of the Anglicists in
1857 when the Madras, Bombay and Calcutta Universities were established. On the 28th of October 1957
many prominent citizens of Madras led by Dr. C.
Ramaswamy Iyer and Mr. C. Rajagopalachari sent an
open comm1;1ni~?tion to _the Prime Minister, and appealed to him to step m and bring about a recon.sideratio~ of t~e e~tire issue, so that the spirit of true
freedom IS mamtamed and not sacrificed at the altar
of what we respectfully submit, is the over-zealous
love on !he part. of some for their own language." In·deed, this histone letter evoked memories of the famous letter written by Raja Ram Mohan Roy wherein
he pleaded for the introduction of English and Westem knowledge and not merely Sanskrit, Persian and
Arabic. However, there was no response from the
Prime Minister. And on the 22nd of December 1956
the ''Union Language Convention of South India':
.adopted a resolution stating that English should contmue as the official language of the Indian Union
.and that the Constitution of India should be amended
.acco~dingly. Moving a resolution, Mr. C. Rajagopalaehan stressed that it would be suicidal to national
interests, if we threw away the advantages derived by
the use of English during the last 150 years of British
rule and the ten years of freedom following it.
The proceedings of the Convention were conducted
in a dignified manner. It was an academic discussion
.and not a political meeting. And yet I was shocked
to see the Prime Minister characterising the demand
.of the Convention as a product of excitement and
hysteria. The Prime Minister went to the extent of
advising the Southern leaders to use restraint. That
Mr. Nehru, who does not mind using such expressions as "international gangsterism" should talk of
restraint, amused us greatly.
True, we are used to Mr. Nehru's performances on.
the stage If 'footwork' is important in the 'Kathak'
dance, fireworks constitute the distinguishing feature
of Mr. Nehru's public dances. And to the accompaniment of His Master's Voice, Mr. Morarji Desai
staged another dance at Madura, a dance which, if
successfully followed by other dancing troupes, can
·o!lly result in a relapse to eighteenth-century confusion. One can easily dance one's way into mediaeval: ism.
· Mr. Nehru who is ready to flay us alive has not
.paused to note the insidious ways in which Hindi is
being introduced into the day to day administration.
Hindi on railway station name-boards was only the
beginning and now it has spread to post-cards and
money-order forms, making it impossible for the illetrate masses of South India to use them properly. And
so much is made of Hindi, being the language used
by the majority of the people in India. But it is convenIS
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iently forgotten that tl1e 42 per cent of the people
speaking Hindi in. all its dialects is confined to a particular. P,:ut of India. As Mr. C. Rajagopalachari states
that 1f · 42 per cent of people ill every State were able
to understand and speak Hindi there would have been
no objection at all to Hindi becoming the national
language. The fact was, in all tl1e States except the
Hindi-speaking area, only one per cent of the people
could understand or speak Hindi. Their friends in
the North really did not understand this mathematics."
Dr. Ambedkar has recorded that Hindi was chosen
''by one vot~"· And Dr. P. Subbraoyan, a member
of the Officml Language Commission stated in his
Minute of Dissent that "Hiddi was chosen with reservation, because of the reactions of the success of a
long struggle for freedom which gave them an uneas.y feeli!lg that India lacked the natural linguistic
umty whiCh was thought to be so vital for a free
people." The terrible tragedy of the partition of
India shocked the whole of India into a state of
mind, when the idea of a common language was accepted. But that does not mean that Hindi can be
imposed on the people of India by 1965. Even Article
315 of the Constitution has made it clear that Hindi
is still an undeveloped language and it is difficult to
understand the reason behind the idea of imposing
Hindi, when English serves our purpose admirably.
Again, Article 344 ( 3) says that "in making their
recommendations, the (official language) Commission shall have due regard to the industrial, cultural
and scientific advancement of India and the just claims
and the interest of persons belonging to the non-Hindi
speaking areas in regard to the public services .
To a great extent, the trouble about this controversy
is that Hindi is associated with patriotism. The Congress leaders have always arrogated to themselves the
superior virtues of patriotism. One can recall that,
in answering some of the points raised by C. D.
Deshmukh on the eve of his resignation, Mr. Nehru
called himself as one of "the children of the Revolution". And Hindi seems to be the "toy" of these
"children". Mr. Abid Ali, during his recent tour of
the SOttth, indulged in a bit of soap-box oratory and
asked the students' group the following question-How
long are we to Jetain tnglish, the language of slavery?
Times without number, it has been made clear that
our national leaders have been nurtured on the English language. English is certainly the language of
nationalism and has opened to us, new vistas of
thought and learning. Dr. Lohia, who frequently
attacks imaginary windmill has suggested that a few
.-acancies might be reserved for the South for a certain
period after 19.65. It is made to appear as if the opposition to Hindi stems from the fact of providing South
Indians with comfortable berths in the Central Secretariat. It is not such a big problem. The important
point is whether India wishes to float in an eighteenth-
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century Hindi backwater or whether she shouW tJJ.:e
60 Tho~and Migrants Held Up
her rightful place in the modem world of democracy .,
Calcutta: Hindu Mahiisabha leader,' Shri. N. C.
and •cicnce The non-Hindi speakiog people do not
form a separate unit Indian unity was achieved Chatterjee, alleged here today that about 60,000 applithrough the English language which can be discarded . cations for migration certificates involving_ about three
at our peril. Indian umty cannot be had by the im- lakhs of Hindus were now pending in the office of the
position of Hindi; it can only go to pieces, a tradition Indian Deputy High Commissioner in East Pakistan
and "thousands of such applications have been kept
which we have inherited during the last 150 years.
pending for months".
•
•
•
Speaking at a public meeting, here, Shri Chatterjee
Pando Shila is a code which sprang out of the Tibet
affair. It is the philosophical edifice on which the said if no immediate action was taken \vith regard t()
Indian Govcmmc"t's mild justification of the Chinese the migration certificates, the people "will question
occupation of the "Tibet region of China" and the the bonafides of the Government" No one filed· an
"Hussian rape of Hungary" is hased. "If I may say so application for a migration certificate, until he had
with respect" to use llfr. 1\ehru's famous words, we reached "tbe last stage of frustration or he has been
attacked Britain on the Suc'Z issue. But on the Hun- economically and socially crippled", he said.
Shri Chatterjee criticised the recent statement of
gary issue, our delegate was convinced that criticism
was a negative affair! Indeed when criticism is applied Prime Minister Nehru that the Government of India
to Western <'Ountries, it takes on a positive aspect! could take no responsibility for the future migrants
But when it is applied to Russia, it becomes negative! from East Pakistan. He demanded a categorical deThe loose way in which :\Jr. Nehru compared Ameri- claration from the Government that "they are not
can troops in Japan with Russian forces in Hungary going back on the solemn pledges and assurances on
was unfortunate, despite later attempts at verbal the basis of which they secured the partition of the
country".
.·
grmn~stics. Of course, on matters of foreign policy,
there os smpe for differences of opinion. But I think
no Indian delegate, however eminent, ought to ~
A New Wave Of Sabotage In Kashmir
node to his opposite numbers in the U.N. the total
Srinagar:
The Kashmir Police have got clues that
df<·ct of which can be measured in the I;,.s of our
Pakistan has prepared a plan to launch another wave
national pn..-stige.
·
of sabotage in Kashmir, it is learnt
•
•
•
Meanwhile, Habaib Ulloh and Aziz Ju, two persons
Mr. A. M. lloscnthal has commented in the New
l'ork Times that "India will find herself abandoning arrested by the Kashmir Police for crossing into Indian
parliamentary controls" gradually. Indeed, he says "it side of the cease-fire line, are understood to have told
woll not be a sudden switch to totalitarian economy the Kashmir Police they had been specially trained t()
b~1t a slide down t~ it":-likc the wealth tax and expen- "blow up bridges and use devices to bum government
dotn_rc tax, nahonahzation of Banks and Insurance, the offices '!.nd public buildings including mosques and
sl'ttmg up of the ~tate Trading Corporation and a mass temples.
They told the police that the Pakistan border secusyst<•m of farm co-operatives, correctly to be called
"~ollc~tiws.". And the need for realism is particularly 'rity chief, Sajawal Khan Vhad, set up his headquarters
votal m the mterests of democracy at this juncture. at Mori lllaidan adjoining Pakistan side of the ceaseWhat we need is democratic realism and not socialist fire line and had piled up explosives and bombs which
n·~hsm.. Professor B. R. Shenoy has stated in 'Note of he was distributing among people of occupied areas.
Dosscnt appended to the Second Five Year Plan Re- and "forcing them to violate the cease-fire line and
P~Jrt that if "physical measures, familiar to a commu- commit sabotage in Kashmir".
The arrested persons are also understood to have
!llst ~uomy were adopted in an effort to prevent
mila to on we ~'·o~ld. be. writing off individual liberty told the Kashmir Police that the Pakistan border secuan~l dem~crahc l~lShtutions by administrative or legis- rity agents in occupied Kashmir had drawn up lists of
lahve achun., \\·e should be therefore forewarned of those people of occupied Kashmir whose relatives
the d~ngcrs of an over-ambitious plan". Today, were living on the Indian side of cease-fire line. This
there IS a talk of concentrating on the 'core' of the had been done \vith a view to pick np people and
~<'COnd Plan, as di~tinct from t_he periphery. But what draft them into the agency set up by the Pakistan
gov:mment for training saboteurs and forcing them
lS m~st neccssarv ts to reconsider the entire plan and
to. \'lew the whole basis of our economic development !o vmlate th~ cease-fire line under the pretext of "meetmg tbe relatives on Indian side of the cease-fire line"_
woth_ grc:~tcr objectivity and detachment.
·
They have quoted instances of people havina been
~rown behind bars in occupied Kashmir beca.;e they
did not want to be associated with the moves for
· -PTI
sabotage in Kashmir.
RESIST NOT EVIL
Those who crusade N'OT for God in themselves·
Btn:: AGAINST the devil in others, never succeed in
making t!'e world better, or leave it either as it was,
or sometime even perceptibly worse, than it was bt>fore the crusade began. By thinking primarily of evil
we te_nd, however ~cellent our intentions, to creat~
occasions for evil to manifest itself.
-Aldous Huxley in Devils of. London
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IN THE DRIFTWAY
·By Jay Kay

JN the course of press.. interview at New Delhi, our

Prime. ~linister Mr. Nehru, covering ALL topics
from Chma to Peru, dwelt as usual in a casual manner
?f the do":lestic probl~ms, like the language agitation
m the PunJab and also m the South. But one of his most
.astounding statements regarding changing the
food habits of the people. After the manner of
Queen .Marie Antionette of France he was surprised
why the people should not take to the subsidiary diets
like fruits, fish and eggs in preference to cereals. And
why not?
· What escaped the casual thinking Prime Minister
was that apart from the fact that subsidiary food was
no substitute for cereals like wheat and rice fish eggs
and fruits are more costly and dearer than ~hedt and
rice. Indian people, at least the large majority of
whom have no money, even to get tl1eir poor quota
~f rice and wheat, cannot afford to buy the luxuries
hke eggs, fish and fruits. But then our Prime Minister
has no money sense, as Mr. A. D. Shroff has recently
stated, that economics and finance are not his strong
points.
So after the fashion of the French queen, when she
saw Paris people demanding bread and marching in
the streets, naively asked her Minister why should the
people worry if they have no bread, they should eat
cakes, our Prime Minister is equally and innocently
worried why people should not switch from their poor
diet of wheat chappatties or rice to the costly fish,
-eggs and fruits. Of course, that these luxuries were
beyond their means, completely escaped the casual·
thinking of our Prime Minister. And this is the Prime
Minister that has the good fortune to preside over the
·destinies of over 300 million starving and famished
Indians.

•

•

•

rations. And usually he made important announcement of Government policy decisions, particulady as
they affected the business community and the commercial interests. One expected that at least after 10
years of Independence Mr. Nehru should have learnt
and known what the commercial interests and the
business community expected from him. But as is
usual with Mr. Nehru he gave them a sermon against
what he tetmed "cut-throat" competition, and at the
same time talked of initiative and enterprise on the
part of the businessmen and the commercial community!
lt was a scene for the gods to see. Here is the
Prime Minister asking the business community to desist from competition, and at the same time exhorting
!hem to show initiative and enterprise] Competition
JS the very breath of any business, and initiative and
enterprise go along with competition.
His hearers must have been puzzled and also shocked. At least Mr. Nehru should have conceded that
he was NOT addressing the rabble in a mass meeting,
who bad ample time to spend and hear his sermons.
That our Prime Minister is no economist is known to
the businessmen, but that be should turn the annual
meeting of the Associated Chamber of Commerce into
something of a Cbowpatty or Ram Ghat meeting was
the limit of his sense of proportion. That he is no economist is shown by the fact that a former soap-seller
has been given the portfolio of Finance in his Cabinet,
who has to his credit a number of financial scandals
beginning with the crazy issue of import and export
licences bringing the nation to near ruin, his cotton
scandal and lastly the Mundra scandaL And the rapid
march of the country on the slippery slope of socialism,
with the threatened nationalisation of even the foreign
oil concerns should have made the members of the
Commerce Chamber sit up in their chairs .

•

0

A few days earlier our Prime Minister complained,
or rather prided himself that be was forced to address
-every day of the year, sometimes more than once in
the course of 24 hours. Yes, tl1at is a fact, and that
is the record that Mr. Nehru holds for the world. No
statesman of any country, from Soviet Russia to the
United States, can compete with him in the Niagarra
·of words that Bow forth from the mouth of our Prime
Minister, on every conceivable topic under the sun.
It has become a second nature with Mr. Nehru. It is
a bang-over from his early Congress days when he
had to address mass meetings. One expected, that
since his occupation of the responsible post of the
_Prime Minister of India, he would put a curb on his
statements and be more scarce and sparing in his utter. ances, and also more lucid and more to the point
But the last 10 years have shown no improvement in
his statements. They are usually vague, casual; and
frothy, and many times besides the point.
Particularly so were his statements made before the
annual meeting of the Associated Chamber of Commerce at Calcutta. In the British days the Viceroy
had the honour of presiding over the annual delibeTJJE INDIAN UBERTARIAN
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The Chairman of the annual meeting had, in his
speech, referred to the grievances of the business
community at the economic ruin facing the country,
the number of labour legislation and the shrinking of
the investment market. Mr. Nehru had no replies
to all these problems. Instead, be advised the industrialists on the need of labour welfare. Labour is
definitely well treated but what the industrialists are
worried over is the~ growing labour discontent, the
number of lightening strikes that retard production,
and the plethora of labour legislation that ~e authorities have put on the statute book. Nehru s speech
at the annual meeting was as usual full of slogans
and pious platitudes and nothing more.
It has become a congenital habit with Nehru to
indulge in a rambling talk, no matter whether it is a
public meeting, a seminar of the stu~ents o~ ~gather
ing of hard-boiled and seasone~ mdustrwhsts and
businessmen. His slogan-mongermgs are now becoming dangerous and do not carry the conn try to national
solvency and national progress.

•

•

•

What is true of his slogans on the economic plane
arc equally true as regard: his fixed ~ibitions. O';' ~e
international plane. lhs panchashiia and hiS InSIStence of co-existenc-e, and specially of non-alignment,
l•ave by now been thoroughly exposed. Our nonalignment policy was thoroughly battered and shaken
over the llussian aggression in Hungary and our caustic and unnecessary condemnation ol the Anglo-French
attack on the Sue-.<. In fact our "double-dealings" on
the international plane were sufficiently exposed,
though Nehru made a belated attempt to wriggle out
of un uncomfortable position in which India found
herself. Today the ship of the State is being tossed
f rnm one side to the other, both on the economic plane
as well on the international plane, with no fixed destination. Ours have been the policies of expediency.
We talk of socialism, and yet the Government favours
their pet and favourite capitalists, while imposing
heavy um.l crushing restrictions on the private sector.

We talk of non-aligmnent, and yet we lean too heavily
on the mmmunist bloc of countries. The result h'JS
l""en thut we have no friends in the whole wide world.
We arc like the proverbial lrislwnko, hanging in the
mid-air.

•

•

Bihar Govt. Buys 189 Tables And 756 Chairs
For Rs. 900 And Rs. 79 each.
The State Go,·emment is spending about Rs. 4
crores per annum under the head of contingency.
La,·ish expenditure has been the cause of such _enormous increase under this head. Hundred and eightynine Burma teak wood tables costing Rs. 1,70,000/and 756 Burma teak wood chairs costing Rs. 60,000/have been purchased. If sesum wood furniture were
preferred, total expenses would have been only
lis. 39,000/-. Thus Rs. 1,99,000/- have been wasted.
Even Britishers had preferred sesum wood, and not
Burma teak. During 1956-57 expenditure to the tune
of Rs. 4,50,000/- was incurred on telephone calls. At
present tl~ere are 629 main and 66 extension sets. So
many are quite unnecessary when actually there are
only 329 officers in the Headquarters at Patna. If the
recommendations of tl1e Economy Committee are
accepted the number would come to 70 main and 70
extension sets in the entire secretariat. Thus a saving
of Rs. 1. lakh could be made.

Dunlop Seats And Glass Pads

•

The cause of all these seemingly diverse policies
and contradictory actions on the Part of the Nehru
Government arc due to the fact that we have really
no Cabinet in the sense of a cabinet of ministers jointly
rc'Sponsiblc to the· Parliament. We have a Nehru
court functioning at New Delhi
During the latest press conference at New Delhi
Ndm1 kt the cat out of the bag. May be, his subc"Onscious mind gave expression to the realities in the
country. Heplying to a question whether he still stuck
to the opinion ... tl1at he should no longer be in the
Congress Working Committee Nehru said: "It makes
no difference to me and my position in the country
whether I am tiJC Prime Minister or not, or whetlter
I um in the Congress Executive or not"

Here were

the sentiments ol a latent dictator made known while
in u state of c.xcitcment, and perhaps unconsciousness.

But they give the key to the working of the mind of
nur Prime Minister.

During the year 1956-57 an amount of Rs. 57,000/spent over refreshme.nts in tlte Civil Secretariat
although the Budget provision was only Rs. 15,000/-.
Pal?"' writing pads have been replaced by "Glass.
Pads , without any increase in efficiency. 298 glass.
pads were purchased at a cost of Rs. 2,980/-. Dunlopscats and carpets for office rooms have been purchased
for Rs. 1,470/- and Rs. 15,000/-, respectively. It may
be mentioned here that a pair of Kalin was purchased
costing Hs. 1,000 to decorate tl1e office of I.G. of Police,
for which one Class-! Assistant was specially sent to
Shahjehanpur in U.P. There is annual expenditure of
Rs. 36,000/- approximately over the khas taties.
There is an expenditure of lis. 30,000/- per annum
over news-papers and magazines and periodicals
which are neither restricted nor controlled. All these
contingency expenditure can be minimised if proper
control is made which may save Rs. 1.5 crores per
was

annum.

It is not his critics that could be blamed when they
state that Nehru is, by nature, feudal and undemocratic. According to his own sister, Mrs Krishna
Hutheesingh, uncritical adulation and profuse praise
nn till' part of the ignorant masses and even the intelli~ent pt~lplt', have done the trick. Nehru's mind has
l><'cn twistt-d and he has come to look upon himself as

Officers draw mali (gardener) allowance for their
bungalow gardens to tlie tune of Rs. 1.5 crores which
can be abolished immediately.
Increase in staff cars and other vehicles is so high
that maintenance cost is increasing every month. In
1956-57 cost of maintenance alone was Rs. 94,000/-.
•
-Organiser

n Ctwsar.

INCOME TAX IN U.S.A.

"There was no general income tax in the united
States until 1862. And the rates of taxation during
the Civil War, the most desperate emergency in
American history, were unbelievably mild by modem
standards: 3Z on incomes from $ 600 to $ 10,000, and
moderately progressive rates above $ 10,000. The
whole idea of a tax on income was thrown out of the
window in 1872 as inconsistent with the American
ideal of unlimited personal opportunity. An attempt
to levy a 2Z tax on income in 1894 was declared unconstitutional. Only after the passing of the sixteenth
"?'endment to the Constitution in 1913 was the principle of the federal income tax firmly imbedded in
the US fiscal system."
-From The Individualist October, 1957.

.
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Bangalore Seminar On Education
For Democracy
(Contributed)

BANGALORE SEMINAR ON EDUCATION

, Banl?alore: The Bangalore Group of the Indian
'Committee for Culturlll Freedom organised a Seminar
<>n Edu~tion for Democracy at tlie request of the
Secretrary Mr. V. B. Karnik. Prof. M.A. Venkata Rao
.and Mr. Philip Spratt, Associate Editor of Mysindia
and one of the Honorary Secretaries of the N a tiona!
Executive were conveners. It was a three-day event
beginning on the evening of the 22nd December, 1957.
The Seminar was inaugurated by the Chief Minister
-of Mysore State, Sri S. Nijalingappa. The 6rst symposium on Democratic Values began with an opening
speech by the Minister for Education in Mysore, Sri
V. Venkatappa.
Prof. M. A. Venkata Rao outlined in this welcoming
speech, the objectives of the Congress of Cultural
Freedom and the plan of the present seminar on edu~ation for democracy.
CHIEF MINISTER ON WORLD CRISIS
Sri S. Nijalingappa pictured the role of education
for democracy to the high key of the present crisis iii
<:ivilisation brought on by the failure of leadership
to arrest destructive passions, and to use Science and
political power for human welfare. Russia had
made unheard of advances in science and technology,
.as evidenced by the Sputniks and had employed and
fed her teeming population without which progress
would have been impossible. But she ignored the
ble.~sing of liberty. American had abundant gadgets
and consumer goods along with a high pace of industrial and scientlfic advance. But she had no peace of
mind, and was filled with fear and was relying on
nuclear power for defence. Both powers are being
urged by the logic of their competitive position to
-~ngage in a fearfUl armament race.
What is the answer of human wisdom to such a
-crisis?
Sri V. Venkatappa dwelt on the great ovalues of
·demot-racy and on the need for good and wise men to
=me forward to counteract the civil tendencies of
popular sovereignty and take up positions of responsi·
billty. His speech was platonic in its stress on the
supreme .value of freedom and wisdom.
The ideas of the Ministers were close to the objectives of the of the Congress of Cultural Freedom and
their inauguration of the Seminar had a value in securing the im11remateur of approval from the Heads of
the State administration. Their participation helped
to secure large audiences and to make the citizens of
Bangalore aware of the existence and objectives of·the
Indian Committee for Cultural Freedom.
SYMPOSIUM ON DEMOCRATIC VALUES
The opening symposium on Democratic Values was
presided over by Vidya Vibhushana Sri M.P.L. Sastry,
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~I.A., a mc'!'ber of. tl1e legislative council. He emphaSISed the dilferentia of democracy as consisting in a
form of government and way of life centering round
the dignity of the individual. He instanced the experi·
ence of Shankaracharya who was asked by a Chanaala
whom he asked to stand aside-"Do you refer to this
body of mine or to the Soul inside it by the word
Chandala? (untouchable outcaste). Then i11e realisa·
tion of the identity of the same dwelling Divine
came to the great teacher. This vision of human iden·
tity and equality, said Mr. Sastry, calls for a democra·
tic society for its realisation in day to day life. There is
a powerful basis for democracy in Indiun traditional
Pliilosophy and Ethics.
_ Dr. M. V. Krishna Rao, Mr. C. V. Srecnivasa Murthy
and 11-lr. Yamunachar spoke on tl1e different aspects
of Democratic Philosophy and Psychology. The principles of liberty, equality, fraternity and j11stice evolving
into the scheme of fundamental rights, the value and
place of freedom in democratic society, the role of
free enquiry and tolerance of opposing points of view,
freedom ot infom1ation, of the press, of discussion,
and of association and propaganda, and of organised
party life were all brought out in their brief speeches.
The Chainnan in his resume at the end gathered the
elements of freedom together into the single theme of
the dignity of the human individual .

SESSION OF UNIVERSITY EDUCATION

The aim of the session was to draw attention to the
way in which the democratic ideal and consciousness
could be elicited and incorporated into the mind and
character of the student world through tl1e direct and
indirect influence of the various subjects-the Sciences
and the Arts. It was presided over by Rao Bal1adur
Prof. Venkataesachar, retired Professor of Mathematics
and Principal of the Central College, Bangalore. He
was for some time Director of the Indian Institute of
Science, Bangalore.
He spoke on the social value of mathematical train·
ing in inculcating a sense of objectivity of impersona·
lity and of a conscious love of truth for its own sake.
It helps students to free themselves from the warping
influence of self-interest, of blinding passions and sus·
picions in considering social problems.
Prof. M.A. Venkata Rao spoke on the way in whicl1
history is to be taught if its inherent educational value
is to be realised and the democratic temper is to be
fostered. He instanced the Soviet practice of re·
writing history to control the. loyalty of the pe?plc.
Stalin re-wrote history and re-mtroduced tl1e nationnl
principle as the maker of the national mind to deve·
lop the defence reaction of Russians when Hitler rose
to power in 1933.
In India we have the problem brought home to us
recently in the controversy over the national or nun·

SESSIONS OF PRIMARY, BASIC AND
SECONDARY EDUCATION

national interpretation of the Sepoy Revolt of 1857.
Now. rcccritly the character and achievement of ShiVaji, the founder of the Ma~atha _Power, and of the
liberation movement of the Hmdus m the 17th century,
has occasioned similar controversies. The latest. is
thrown out hy the separatist agitation of tl1e Drav•?a
Kazagarn which relies on the independence and punty
of the Dravidian "rae" and of its right to "self-detenmnation". Prof. Hao pointed out that in all_ th_ese problems the key to solution was t_he separation of f~ct
from interpretation. If history IS taught so as to mculcatc rcvcr<·nce for fact as such, independent of current passions and personal predilections. As for interprdat ion, scientific method in all i_ts stages of data,
hypothesis, verification should have 1ts ~II pl:'Y
!l.lso, the decisive difference between h1stoncal facts,
whkh nrc willed actio•••· from natllral occurences
should he brought out. If this is done, the res·pon#bility of leaders and people for the~r _fate will h<: b_r?ught
to the fore. This sense of the JOIDt respons1bdJty of
the people for their destiny is the source of democratic
value in history.

Mr. A. C. Devegowda Principal, University Teachers
College, Mysorc presided over this session.
He gave an account of the democratic educational
administration in the U.S.A. with its base in local
education boards and state responsibility, the federal
government influencing education more. through intonnation and grants than through authonty. He gave
a sketch of the way in which State and Central
Government are seeking in India to hasten, the preparation of the people for democracy.
Mr. K. H. Venkatesachar M.ED., explained the
principles of Basic Education and made a plea for
their extension. Rev. I. L. Thomas Head Master,
Bishop Cotton Boy's School, gave an illustrating
account of the ways in which self-discipline, sense of
responsibility initiative and qualities favouring team
work could be inculcated at school. These will lay
the foundations of democracy in the character and
life-attitudes of students.
Dr. D. Shivaramaih Ph.D., has started a folk school
of his own near Bangalore. He has visited most cenSPRATT ON TOTALITARIANISM
tres of educational experiment in the country like
Mr. Philip Spratt gave a comprehensive account of Santiniketan, Wardha Sevagram, the Janata School in'
the various ways in which totalitarianism, Nazi and Nanjangud in Mysore State. He gave an account ~f
Communist, seeks to control the lives of the people in these experimf;'nts with a running survey of the histontheir knowledge of history, their economic ideas, and cal background of Indian educational administration.
artistic and scientific theories and practices to the
Prof. M. V. Krishna Rao drew attention to the diffidetriment of free life. Totalitarianism relies on total cult question of the discovery and encouragement of
indodrination for its power over the people. Its dog- leadership in students.
mas cannot be maintained through the free willing
Answering a questioner, Mr. Devegowda, the
nssent of minds Convinced of their truth through evi- Chairman, admitted the dangers inherent in the prodence nnd rational tl1inking. They do not stand posal of Basic Education to earn a part of the cost qf
rational scrutiny and have, therefore, to be maintained education through marketable goods produced by
through the iron curtain und elaborate brain washing, pupih:. It would amount to child labour, prohibited
rdnforccd by police terror and the slave labour camps. by the Constitution and might be objected to by
All governments seck to influence the thinking and trade unions when school production begins to commental background of tiJCir people in certain Oirec- · pete witl1 adult production in the market.
tions. But communism nttachcs terrible penalties to
deviation and destroys free mental life altoget!Jer, and ON THE SUBJECT OF THE WRITEK ARTIST AND
prornol<-s hypocritical confonnity on a collosal •calc.
DEMOCRACY
In t•arly education, in particular in tl1e teaching of
moral prindph•s, u certain amount of indoctrination
Mr. A. N. Krishna Rao, the famous Kannada writer,
is inevitahlc. How to reconcile this necessity with could not arrive in time from Mysore where he had
true freedom is a problem.
gone for a lecture engagement, and so his lecture
could not be given.
BALAKRISHNA RAO'S PAPER
DEMOCRACY AND INDIAN CULTURE

\Jr. \1. V. Balakrishna Rao, was the only delegate
that the Seminar had. He was sent by the H. L. Hest•an·h Foundation of Bombay, and read a paper on
tlw Social Sciences and Democracy. He pointed out
the nt•cessity nnd value of the social sciences-econo-

Mr. Devedu Narasimha Sastry, Sanskrit scholar and
and writer, who has made a name for himself both
for children, literature and for serious · writing on
mic politic~ll scient'<' and socioloJ()'-for developing a philosophical subjects and novels with a back-ground
rational outlook. Tlwy correct fanatic and onesided of Indian culture, presided and gave an oration of over
polidt•s of short-sighted politicians who confine their an hour which held the attention of the audience. He
attention to immediate situations. A Vision of the mobilised the wealth of Indian Cultural ideas in supintt•nl,•p<•ndruce of economic and other aspects of port of the theme that the writer could support demo!if<' is necessary to frame policies and criticise partial cratic ideals by the expression of insight into human
truths m1<l resist the pressure of organised interests.
nature. He claimed absolute freedom for the writer
Prof. Krishna Hao spoke at the end and stressed the to see life and portray it in his own way without intervalut• of leadt•rship and the influence of great persona- ference by outside authorities.
lities in dctt•rmining the course of history. He depreThis lecture was followed by an exposition of the
cated all notions ol histcric,d necessities like those of patterns of movement and poses characteristic of
Karl Marx's dialectic of history.
Bharata Natya, by Prof. U. S. Krishna Rao. It was
Prof. Yamunachar spoke on the unity of cultures and illustrated both by the lecturer and a couple of his
of the need for an attitude favouring their co-existence.
(Continued on page 18)
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LIBERTARIAN SOCIAL INSTITUTE
WHATIT STANDS,FOR

Dear Reader,
Today is the economic age - India has to march
from political to economic freedom.
Engineers
are now building machines that functions automatically. It is now up to Economists to provide
an economic system in which human beings are provided their full sovereignty so that they may function
autonomously without wasteful, arbitrary manipulation and control. The time for advancing from the
political to the economical stage in the evolution of
mankind is here.
It now costs more to do wasteful string-pulling plus
the protection of and against wrongdoers than to do
the useful work of producing the wealth by which
we live. These wasteful malpractices reflected by inflation taxes and rent control have now reached a
point where the income of capital and labour has depreciated 33 to 67% of their economic value.
The Economic Welfare Councils and Clubs being
organised in U.S.A., are established on a f~undation
of economic knowledge, ground of constructive analytical training and research over a long per~od. You
can now acquire this basic knowledge essential for the
establishment of Economic Order, Peace, progress and
Prosperity in India to which. eve~one is . entitle~,
through membership of the Libertanan SoCial Institute. Your future salvation depends on what you do
about it right now. Tomorrow may b.e too ~ate.
.
If you are confronted with labour difficulties, credit
money, taxation and trade problems, the.re can. be
assistance in solving them. You ask for their solutions
and we will do our best to help you.
Ask for Particulars ancl Me.mbers~ip For~n fron~:•
The Secretary, Libertanan SoCial Inslitute,
Arya Bhuvan, S_andhurst_Roa,?, !3~mbay 4_:
,_ (Continued from page 17)
students. The Hall was packed to capacity.
Mr. Philip Spratt and Prof. M. A. Venkata Rao t~o~
ti1ms to pen the subjects and give thanks to partiCIpants at the end of ~e. sessions. ~h';'Y m~de use of
these occasions to md!Cate tl1e ongm, history and
objectives of the movement for cultural. free do~.
, The varied sessions with their changmg audiences
covered a large cross-section of tlte educated citizen
body of Bangalore and served to put across the message of the Congress for Cultural Freedom.
.
Mr. M. A. Srinivasan could not attend the sem~ar
owing to a previous engagement but sent an ~pprecm
tive message noting the good work of the IndlRn Committee for Cultural Freedom and the stress on clemocracrJ.
·
f 1
The overall conclusion from tlte standpomt o t 1e
movement for cultural freedom to be drawn from the
experience of conducting this seminar a':'d from tlte
response from the educated classes, ~ffic•a.l and nonofficial is that the Committee has arriVed m the conscious~ess of Bangaloreans with a bang. It has secured
fairly good publicity in the press.
There were a couple of setbacks. Mr. D. V.. Gundappa declined to participate. Prof. V. Sitaram1ah and
Mr Adya Rangachar, writers of repute, now e•:rwloyed ·in the local AI)'\ pl:aded ina~ility, to p~rtiCipate
on the ground of 'serVIce regulations. It IS wor0while enquiring further into whether the AIR for~Jlds
its employees from participation in cultural meetmgs
on democratic tltemes.
THE INDIAN 'LIBERTARIAN

Yugoslavia Does Not Agree With Moscow
Reports from Belgrade and 1\loscow L'Onfirm Yugoslavia's intention to continue in her own wa)', reserv-

ing her independence of Soviet dictates.
The Yugoslav delegation's refusal to sign the Communist summit communique, blaming the \Vest for
war peril, continues to evoke speculation on the ex-

tent of tlte new rift between Marshal Tito and /\loscow, but caution rather than outright breach is more

generally believed to present Tito's intentions at the
moment.

Although no detailed appreciation of the Yugoslav
attitude is considered possible, pending clarification of
the vital report on the Kremlin situation which VicePresidents Kardelj and Rankawitch have taken back
to Tito from Moscow, official Yugoslav sources have
made it plain that outright disagreement inspired
the, delegation to refuse its signature.
The Yugoslav Ambassador to Moscow, declared at
a reception, that Yugoslavia did not sign "because she
did not agree. You must study the declaration carefully to see why."
The official Yugoslav news agency published the
declaration, but significantly omitted all attacks on the
West.
Diplomatic observers say two obvious reasons for
Yugoslavia's refusal to sign are: firstly, Tito is unwilling to bind himself to Sovi_et J.?Olicy, wl~ich. the
declaration does; and, secondly, m h1s t•conomtc Sihmtion, Tito cannot afford to antagonise the West.
"THE HORROR THAT IS ALGERIA"

The Tribune, left-wing British L~bour weeki)', criticisied French policy in Algeria and suggestt•d th:•t
British democratic opinion could no longer watch m
silence "the horror that is Algeria".
"This wound poisons all political relationships in
Europe" illustrated by the bitter quarrel over .t~IC drs. patch of British and American arms to Tumsm, the
article stated.
,
..
.
Britain can never allow approval of t!Ie Algenan
blood-bath" as any hope of establishing good relations
\vith the Arub world would then have to be abandoned.
"NEITHER GROUP NOR GINGER"

New Delhi: Mr. Nehru in his press conference made
a reference to the formation of a "socia!ist . ~inger
group" with~n the;, Congress which was 'ne1t wr a
group nor gmger.
.
.
.
d
He said that it is a forum of d1scuss•on. It ts a goo
thing to have a forum for _discus.sion, and cncou~age
ideological theoritical constderations of problems so
as to effe~t them in practice later."
.-PTl
REDS IN DOMINATiNG POSITION IN JAVA

Jakarta: A survey of the communist activities in
Indonesia indicates that the Reds undoubtedly have
th capacity to paralyse life in Java wlicr_e 50 millions
ou~ of the C<Wntry's 84 millions people hve, but thili
do not as yet command the decisive political streng
for seizure of power.
.
.
The Communist Party line at pr~se.nt ~~ op~ratm~
from behind the lines without clUimmg •ts nglrfu
share of political power. The Reds are, there ore,
concentrating on trade unions. and youth m?':':~e'?ts,
I . filtrating heavily mto the admuustr.ItWn
d :'sol
and
rnA
-Times of lndw
an
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(ED/1'0RIAL NOTES-Continued from pag_e 4) .
. .
1\0T be afforded rdicl and rehabilitation grants from. making her enter mto fuhle negotiations .have been
the Excheqm·r,. We can see the terrible strain on our systemati~ly taken a?vantage of by P:'~tan. The
rc'Sourccs imposed by the successive wa.ves of refugees co~ce.ssmn ~ ta~en aVIdly but the co!'d1tion ~ttached
but we cannot agree with the inhuman and faithless to ~t m reciprocity has been unc~n;;cronably 1goored.
remedy that the Prime Minister has in mind. The This has been the SO'!)' tale of India s endless appea~e
Partition of Bengal and the Punjab was effected on ment. Now Mr. Krishna Menon has seen. this .Po~t
the distinct· understanding that India would get Paki- and has been careful to make no co~cess~ons m his
stan to accept the minority Hindu population left defence spe<;<:hes. H<; has been makmg '!' and out
there as full citizens, and see that it gives them equal of the Secunty Council a .clear :'"d .unamb1guous derights and all protection like a civilized govemment. mand that the first consideration m regard to the
India has fulfilled her part of the gentlemen's agree- Kashm~ imbroglio is that Pakistan. must vo~e her
ment to the letter, and even to the disadvantage of aggresston and c~ar o~t of occup1ed Kashnur. In
Indian nationals. But the way in which Pakistan has answer to a question~r m Bombay, he has even gone
dishonoured her obligations and expelled the Hindus a step further, and sru~ th~t even such a clear~ce ?f ·
under every circumstance of barbaric cruelty, which Pakis~an ou~ of Kashmrr Vlllll ':lot mean that India wi!J.
has been a continuation in cold blood of the terocities negotiate With her thereafter, m regard to the Kashmir
of the Partition massacres, is comparable with the dispute. He declared roundly that that there is no
great episodes of Hitlers Nazbm and Stalinist dispute in existe.nce with Pakistan in regard to K~
Cornmunism and mark peaks of inhumanity in world m1r at all. She IS there unlawfully and she must qwt,
history.
'
and that is all there is to itl This is good and bracing
DANGEROUS APPEASE~IENT
after the invertebrate outpourings of the Prime MinisTo refuse to put clf<·ctivc pressure on l'akistan to ter in the past which were always haunted with the
treat her nationals in a decent way, and to stop further possibility of sudden concessions, surrendering essenaid to refugees is a species of pacifist inhumanity in tial positions in the Indian case.
cold blood, shot through with treachery to those who
For instance he once said in public years ago that
arc flesh of our flesh and bone of our bone that is he was prepared to let Pakistan her ill-gotten territory
not to be countenanced. It will be a blot on our in western an~ northern Kashmir if she accepted the
national character that will undermine our national present cease-fire line as the final frontier between
resources in moral capital, and come in the way of India and Pakistan! This is unpardonable weakness
our strength and pros/lerity in the future. The curses and betrays the mentality that conceded the Partition
of our compatriots wi set currents going in the secret of tl1e country. Now Mr. Krishna Menon has cleared
places of historic movements, that will conspire with the position beyond the shadow of doubt. He has
our other weaknesses and destroy us as a nation. In said plainly that India wants the occupied territory
the final analysis what counts in nation-making is back. It is part of the Indian Union by virtue of the
moral principle, and the power that comes from a transfer of power. And he has said further that India·
st<·ndfast adherence to it through thick and thin.
retains the right to establish trade routes and safeThe reason given for the stoppage of aid does not guard them in northern Kashmir now in the possession
do credit to the nation-namely the impossibility of of Pakistan, routes that lead to China, Russia and
making Pakistan change her policy! The strength of Afghanistan. This is the right position and we hope
Pakistan is thus due to the weakness of India's leaders. that India will stick to it without weakness and backPAKISTAN'S PLANS OF SABOTAGE IN
sliding.
KASHMIR

NEHRU'S DETERMINATION AGAINST FURTHER
VIVISECTION
The Prime Minister reiterated his determination, in

Juxtaposed curiously and ironically with tl1e new
Prime Minister, Fcroz Khan's assurances of not wantin!: war with India is un item of news from Srinagar
(29 December), revealing fresh Pakistani plans for
sabotage in Kashmir! Two Pakistanis, Habibulla and
Aziz Ju, who were arrested for entering Indian territory without passports, told the police that they were
sp<•cially trained "to blow up bridges and bum Gov<·rnnwnt offices and mosques and temples." They said
that tht• Pakistani hordn security chief, Mr. Sajawal
Khan, had setup his headquarters at Mori Maidan
n_mr the cease-fire line, and was distributing exploSl\'cs and bombs to agents for sabotage in Kashmir!
He had got a number of Kashmiries in Pak-occupied
territory arrested for refusing to act as agents. Three
other alleged saboteurs were also taken into custody
at l'ri near the cease-fire line.
WELCOME FIR~INESS ON THE KASH~IIR ISSUE
The advent of Shri V. K. Krishna Menon as Defence
\linister and defender nf India's case for Kashmir
in the Security Council has, it must be said in faimess
to him, brought a welcome and much-needed tone
of firmness in India's policy statements on Kashmir.
:'-II the soft considerations preventing India from pressmg the charge of aggression against Pakistan and

his recent tour of Assam, not to permit any further
vivisection of the national territory. He referred to
the Nagas' demand for independence as "meaningless
and absurd." This is all to the good but it is sad
to note that his actual policies have a contranJ tendency, human nahlre being what it is. For instance,
he declaims against communalism but concedes regional supremacy to the Akali communalists in the
Punjab and condemns the Hindus who fight for the
territorial and political unity of the Punjab as communalists. In Madras he allows Congress alliance in
the election \vith separatists like the Dravida Kazagam
and is dismayed that the congress leaders there allow
separatism and class hatred to grow in the allies!
In Nagaland too, he has conceded the "moderate"
Naga demand for a separate administrative unit for
the Nagas and the Northeast Frontier agency tribes.
How c-an he expect that after tasting provincial status
for some years, the Nagas \viii ever consent to mer«er
\vith the hated Assamese? The Nagas are as g;od
as lost to India by tl1is policy. So long as we concede
perfect equality of treatment for plainsmen and tribes(Continued on page 20)
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(Continued from page 7)
again Congress lead~rsbip has sacrificed national in- by ignorance of the true nature of communi.!;m on the
terests to party gams. The Maharashtrians have part of the general public.
allied themselves with the communists in their strugIn regard to Kashmir, Shri Krishna ~Ienon's strong
gle for Bombay. This has given the communists a advocacy and the need not to force India into the
greater. grip over .mass emo~io!'s than they would Soviet bloc has made the Anglo-American Powers
otherw1se have ach1eved. Th1s IS another setback to arrange a status quo with Dr. Graham given another
Congress and the nation. This remains an unsolved term of negotiation. It is all the good tim~ 1\lr. Nehru
problem.
and Mr. Menon have stated unambiguous that the first
GREATEST DEFEAT OF THE LEADERSHIP
thing reqr~ired ~ the vacation o_f aggression by PakisPerha s the rea test defeat of national leadershi
tan.. Pakistan IS. st;~llcd ~nd IS ~nfinmg hersey to
of the y~ar is in5icated by the emergence of a comm£ ~tagmg sabotage m Kas~mrr. lndm has sohs':.ed Paknist government in Kerala. The utter lack of rinci- !Stan fur the moment with her purchase of It;, bo~h·
d
1
h . Pth
ers and many fighter planes. But the need for vtgol·
.
pl ed Iea d ers Iup an na1oona sen11men1 s apmg em· as great as ever. Th us on a11 fronts-mt·1·ttary,
·n
constr
ti'
I'
t'
lift
th
ance IS
Selv•1o
e S 1 d · K uc 1ve1arne t~ra btvetl measures
e
· an d natoona
· 1 umty,
· In d'm ts· con fronted w 1·t11
C
d PSP econonuc,
b ac..war m era a s town
· 1 probl ems m
· th e commg
· year owmg
· to fat·1 ure
cructa
. . y o 1 'blon~resstb'an
governmen ts an d l?ar tws IS respons1 e or IS emer· in the past year.
gence of Commnmst government. Now the Commu(Continued from page 19)
nists are posing as the champions of the underdog.
They have introduced an education bill which gives men in accordance with fundamental rights, there is
them control of teachers and the intelligentsia and a no reason to make concessions of separate administraLand Reforms Bill which gives land to the tillers at tion to parts of a province. To do so is to abrogate
the cost of landowners who are given ridiculous prices. integral nationalism and encourage fissiparous tenIt is virtually a dispossession of landowners. They dencies destructive of national unity. One is afraid
have distributed lands to untouchables free and have that the Prime Minister may acquire the bad eminence
made life easy for labomers. They have imposed ex• of having pursued policies which, (in spite of their
propriatory taxation on plantations which will force good intentions) actually led to the disintegration of
the British planters to quit of their own accord. The India thus reversing the great work of Sardar Patel!
chances are that the communists will make good in If the Prime Minister had "emotional integration" anithe eyes of the millions of the disinherited and will mating his inmost mind and his habitual thoughts and
come back in greater majorities not only in Kerala not merely in words, he could not have thus given
but also on other States. The disquieting thing is quarter to separatist demands.
Nationalism is a condition of survival in these davs
that the Centre under Mr. Nehru"s leadership has
nothing to say. There is no sign of any alternative. of international rivalry and power politics, utterly
Mr. Nehru too swears by socialism and his prestige is ruthless to the weak and dis-united. It is to be hoped
stolen by the communists by actually giving the people that our leaders will act as they speak, not making
fatal exceptions in favour of groups out to exploit
what he has only promised them.
·
Public opinion has veered in a greater measure to- caste and religion and regional loyalties at the cost
wards communism, led by fellow-travellers, and fed of national integrity.
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The highest cnlorlc vnlue of any
stnndard foodstuff Is that of margarine at 720 calories per tOO
grams, 4 more thnn butter. The
lowest is rnw cucumber which

rates only 12 calortCs per
grams.
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The odest thentcr In the world is
the Tcatro Ollmpico in Vlcenza,
Italy. Its construction was completed In 1582.

San Marino Is the world's

smnl~

lest repubUc, but Its small size hnB

not kept Jt fom achieving an unprecedented triumph.
In September (19!17) It became the first
state to rid ltsell peaceably of a
communist regime. The CommunJsta h:~d run San Marino since
World War 11.

The Split In The Kremlin?
By V. N. Rudin

"They (the. Molotov group) set themselves the goal
of returning the party to the false methods of leaderworld Communist conspiracy. But in our highspeed ship which were condemned by the 20th Communist
civilization such signposts are too frequently unhee- Party Congress."
In these few words the Central Committee conded, and news of the recent purge of Communist
Party leaders exploded on July 4 with a shock to many firmed the acceptance of the tactics advocated by the
international observers. Hehind the Khrushchev vic- Khrushchev faction. In grief, these are:
The Communist regime of the USSR can no longer
tory in purging such prominent figures as Molotov,
Malenkov, Kaganovich, and less irrevocably Shepilov, govern the people according to the so-called Stalinist
lie basic reasons. This event holds enormous conse- methods (actually the methods of the Communist
quences for the future of tl1e Communist Party of the system itself), because this would lead to imminent
Soviet Union (Cl'SU), the Soviet system and the en- or immediate revolution. Therefore, .there must be
a change in tactics, allowing for some concessions to
tire Communist world.
A split within the top leadership of the CPSU, which the demands of the people.
This more flexible policy, proposed by one Stalinist
is desperately holding onto its world CP leadership,
was an inevitable result of the status of the Commun- faction headed by Khrushchev at the 20th CP Conist regime at the death of Stalin. It was a headless gress, was opposed by another Stalinist faction headpyramid. The structure of the regime was designed ed by Molotov.
for a dictator-but there was no single successor to
By a similar process of logic, motivated by the same
Stalin. Without this head, the pyramidal Soviet desire to save 'the system and the same sincere devosystem has proceeded logically and inevitably toward tion to the goal of international Communism, the Molo·
disintegration.
tov faction believed that any relaxation of "iron grip"
The struggle among the "collective leaders", or tactics ·would bring about the same internal revoluamong groups within the Presidium, began immedi- tionary upheaval. This conviction was strengthened
ately after Stalin's death. The liquidation of Beria by subsequent events in Poland and Hungary, which
on July 10, 1953, the forced abdication of Malenkov Molotov considered a direct result of Krushchev's
on Feb. 8, 1955, the fall of Moltov which began in policy of relaxation and denunciation of Stalin. The
Oct. 1955 and was followed by his resignation on Molotov group therefore urged a retraction of the
June 2, 1956-all were mere stepping-stones leading small liberties that the regime was forced grudgingly
toward the spectacular climax of july 1957. The to give the people after 20th CP Congress. This
internal struggle during the 20th CP Congress, which bas proved impossible, especially among the Soviet
did not become apparent to the West until much later, intelligentsia.
actually began the alignment of forces that have re·
The line-up of forces in this phase of the struggle
cently come into open con8ict.
was defined by the end of Feb. 1957. On Feb. 27,
The fight among Soviet leaders and factions cannot Mao Tse-tung delivered the key speech at the Chinese
be evaluated on a basis similar to that among conflict- CP Congress, delineating the ideological theory which
ing groups in a normal democratic state, nor even gave de facto support to Khrushchev's tactics. At
among Latin American power groups. Although it variance with basic Marxist theory, Mao stated that
is a struggle for power, the personal aspect is the least there can be and are contradictions between the govsignificant.
erning Communist elite and the non-Communist masIt must be realized that all factions of the Soviet ses. He confirmed Khrushchev's premise that the
leadership are aware of tl1e present vulnerability of Comniunist Party must satisfy demands of the people,
the Soviet system itself-and of the fact tlmt their or else the differences between the party and the peoown survival depends upon the survival of the system. ple will intensify toward the final point of open popuTherefore the primary concern of all the "collective lar revolt against the regime-citing the Hungarian
leaders" since tl1e death of Stalin has been to save Revolution as an example. Mao also supported
tl1e Communist system-and thus themselves. Their Khrushchev's line of "man)( roads towards socialism"
prime motivation is the fear of internal revolution. by stating that the "road to socialism" (i.e., communThe East German Revolt of June 1953 and the first ism) must take into account national characteristics.
open revolts in tl1e Soviet concentration camps in
The close resemblance in content and terminology
June-Oct. 1953 sounded an alarm that has been dinn- of ~lao's speech to Krushchev's utterances of the preing the ears of top Soviet leaders ever since.
ceding yeat point up the obvious coordination betThe basic cause of con8ict in tl1e Kremlin there- ween
the two, which was no doubt established at the
fore: is tl1e difference of opinion among the 'various time of K & B's trip to Red China in 1955. Mao was
fachons as to the tactics necessary to save the Com- the first to send a congratulatory telegram to the CPSU
munist system.
Central Committee on its July victory over the Molo0~1t of the many accusations heaped on the Molotov tov group.
fachon, we can crystallize the following as the essence . It is significant that Mao's speech was not published
of the current situation:
m Pravda until June 19, when Khrushchev's support
signposts have pointed. toward the current cliA LLmatic
and fatal split in the headquarters of the
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was sufficiently strong to meet openly the challenge
of the Molotov faction.
This challenge, indicative of a strengthening of
forces, appeared in Feb. almost simultaneously with
the delivery of Mao's speech in Red China. Issue No.
3, 1957, of the influential party magazine KUMMUNIST carried an unsigned editorial which ably defended the classical Marxist-Communist tl1eory of a
centralized and uniform communist empire. The anonymous author was Shepilov.
The alignment of Khrushchev's bright young man
Shepilov with the Molotov faction has caused much
speculation. I believe that the explanation lies in a
genuine change of conviction on Shepilov's part in
regard to policy.
Appointed by Khrushchev to replace Molotov as
Foreign Minister after the latter's forced resignation,
Shepilov fell heir to a Ministry of Foreign Aflairs that
had been ably built up by Molotov during the past
20 years. He was surrounded by a staff of experts
who had been selected and trained by Molotov to
implement his policies. Molotov's own "iron logic"
plus the daily influence of his unpurged staff, in my
opinion, finally convinced Shepilov that Molotov's
policies offered the best chance for survival of the
Communist system.
Kaganovich, long considered tl1e "power behind the
throne," in the Communist hierarchy, became a powerful ally of Molotov also on the basis of conviction.
The struggle for personal power, which holds third
place as a cause of the Kremlin split, influenced
Malenkov to align himself with Molotov and Kaganovich against Khrushchev and Bulganin, in an ill-fated
effort to recuperate his position. He is now being
shipped out by the same route as Trotsky.
The personal power motive also temporarily aligned· the third major faction, Mikoyan and Sulov, on
the side of K & B,-but this is by no means a permanent alliance. Just after the purge announcement,
Mikoyan was conspicuously absent from several important functions. Recently he has been conspicuously present-an indication of the mounting pressure of the Mikoyan faction on Khrushchev, which first
became evident during the 20th CP Congress.
A special role is being played by Marshal Zhukov.
Being a good Communist but not an experienced
"aparatchik' (','apparatus man"), and remembering
very well his own earlier purge by so-called Stalinist
methods, Zhukov has been behaved as a regular party
member of the Central Committee, staying with the
new tactics of Khrushchev. Rewarded becoming the
first military man to be elevated to membership in the
Presidium, Zhukov might be said to have been motivated by a desire for personal power.
The Presidium, however, has emerged from the current conflict with less power than before. Being too
weak to win within this top closed circle, Khrushchev
had no alternative but to break the established rules
of Communist dictatorship by transferring the power
of the highest policy decision into the hands of the
Central Committee. It was not CP Secretary Nikita
Khrushchev and Premier Nikolai Bulganin, nor the top
men of the CP and Soviet govt. in the Presidum,
but the 318· members and alternates of the Central
Committee of the CPSU who conducted the official
purge.
It will now be extremely difficult-and I believe
TilE INDIAN LIBERTARIAN
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impossible-to retract this controlling power from the
Central Committee and return it to the Presidium. ~
This means that Khruschev and his faction ~~
though they are now in the saddle, have a much ~eak
er grip on their own party than before the recent
split. Indi~ative of the new trend is the" fact that
Khrushchev s speeches in Prague, printed in the weste.rn l?ress, wer~ censored by someone before publicabon m the Soviet press-in all probability by the Secretariat of the Central Committee.
.
Alth?ugh the entire membership of the Central
Committee Will work together to retain the CC's new
power, diflerent groups within this large body will
also seek to strengthen themselves. Characteristics of
these various factions are already noticeable, and will
be discussed in a later report.
As each faction tends to enlarge its circle of support, the central power becomes diluted. This has
already happened in the Presidium, which was the
only governing body after the death of Stalin. At
that time the Presidium consisted of 10 regular members and 4 alternates, a total of 14. After the 20th
CP Congress, it was enlarged to 11 regular members
and 7 alternates, or a total of 18. Since the recent
purge, the Presidium has been increased to 15 regular
members and 9 alternates, for a total of 24, and has
actually relinquished its controlling power to the
Central Committee composed of 318 members and
alternates.
The result of this process can only be the continued
dilution of power and inevitable disintegration within
the CPSU itself. In an effort to stabilize itself, the
CP and the Soviet govt. (which are one and the same),
will be forced to make more and more concessions to
the demands of the peoples of Russia. A major concession was announced the next day after the purge
-to abolish as of Jan. 1, tl1e compulsory delivery to
the state of assigned quotas of farm, dairy and meat
products from the peasants' own small "backyard"
plot of land. The fight for these individual plots has
been a bitter one between the fanners and the regime, and this concession marks a significant victory

for the peasants.
The present Communist rulers of Russia are in the
position of being "damned if they do and damned if
they don't." With their power and control continually
weakening, they must compromise with the people in
an attempt to avert revolution-and yet the very concessions that they make produce new and greater demands on the part of the people, and hasten the disintegration of the Communist system.

-Reported from Research Report of International
Research on Communist Tcdmiqucs. Inc.

From: Filmindia

A SENTENCE ON LIBERTY
By George Paloczi-Horvath
========~======YOUNG playwright, whose drama Hill of Liberty
A
about an inJIOC('Jlt man executed was a great
ruccess in Budapest last year, listened on Thursday to
the Hungarian Supreme Court's verdict changing his
nwn smtence of one year's imprisonment to sentence
nf dmth. Joseph Cali, the 27-year-old writer, is as

!:niltlt'Ss as was the hero of his play.
After the second Soviet onslaught against Budapest,
Cali, "ith his journalist friend Gyula Obersovszl.;y,
aged 30, wrote some leaflets, which were duplicated
in one of the Budapest hospitals. Following the
pattern of the old Stalinite rigged trials, the writers'
ease was linked ..;th an alleged murder of a Security
Police man in the same hospital. In April the lower
<'Durt s<'ntenced Cali to one year's imprisonment and
Obersovszky to thr<'e. The Supreme Court announced
on Thursday that in confining itself to the charges of
murder and attempted murder the lower court was
wrong. 'The case must be considered as a political
quffiion and the lroders of the counter-revolution and
instigators of such crimes must bear the main responsibility."
Cali and Obersovszky were sentenced to death
because in their leaflets they had stated that the Hungarian uprising was a spontaneous democratic and
nationalist rebellion against Soviet colonial oppression.
Their death sentence may be regarded as a Soviet
<:Ountcr-move to the U.N. report on Hungary.
This is the first time in the history of the U.S.S.R.
Md the satellites that writers have been sentenced
to death for their writings. The Soviet practice even
under Stalin was quite different. Writers like Boris
Plnyak and Babel were killed without open trial or
any publicity, but myth was upheld that the Soviet
Communist system does not punish writers for their
works. The Budapest Supreme Court has now broken
with this practice and reversed the 1955 Soviet decision against letting global political considerations
alf<'Ct court verdicts.
The sentence on the playwri!:ht Cali has aroused
grave anxieties in Hungary. ~!any of the country's
best and most popular writers are at present in the
Security· Police gaol in Budapest under preparation
for their impending trial. Their chief crime is that
during the past years they have written against
tyranny. Their other crime is that c\'en after many
months of torture and brainwashing they maintain
tmth about t~e Hungarian revolution.
Early in May the leaders of Hungarian intellectual
life ,;sited the ~linister of the Interior, :llunnich. to ·
protest against the imprisonment of the leading writers
of the country. lllunnich produced in answer a
letter written in prison by the 60-ycar-old poet Zoltan
'Zdk in which he declared that "October was a glorious
national uprising and not a forei~n-inspir<'d counterrevolution." Munnich said this letter pro,·ed that Zelk
was incorrigible.
In the May 5, 1956, issue of the famous "Literacy
Gazette" Zelk wrote the following poem:
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"How can I be brace?"
I am not u:orthy of praise.
Be/ieee me, my friend, it chiUs my bones
\Vhen you praise my courage.
I am not a tiger; I am a human being.
My worn heart is a nest of fears
Believe me: I am frightened, I am frighrened.
I am a human being, I live like a liuman being.
How can I be brave?
·
I fmr only that I may be unworthy.
Of this I am more afraid than of death.
The latest news smuggled out from prison is that.
Zelk's body is already broken but he i~ still afrai.d of
being unworthy. The greatest Hungar.an poet aliveif he is stiU alive-Gyula Illyes, whose famous poem
"One Sentence on Tyranny" was published during the
revolution, is in the Harshegy mental home, after a
complete nervous breakdown produced by two days
of Security Police "hearing." Tihor Tardos, the young
novelist, went mad and is now in the lunatic wing of
the prison hospital. Laszlo Kardos, the essayist, after
attempting suicide in gaol, is in the prison hospital.
Tibor Dery, the gre-at novelist, and Julius Hay, the'
famous playwright, are still bearing up under the
brainwashing.
These were mv friends and colleagues. With some
of them !·spent 'five years in the same prison. Am I
asking for the help of the civilised world? Let me
quote by way of answer the concluding lines of a poem
by Gyula Illyes, whose brilliant mind has been thrown · .
into horrid abyss of insanity:
.. . lncause whqre tl•ere's tyranny
aU is in vain:!'

even the song, Twwecer faithful,

whateoer the work you achieve for it stands,
in advance at your grave,
it reUs you who you haec been, .
even your dust serves tyranny.
Reproduced from Snnday Times, London
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ON THE NEWS FRONT

Sheikh Abdullah Released- A Grea~ ctuestion Mark?
SRINAGAR. The former PremiL't" of Kashmir
Sheikh Abdullah, was set free from the Kud sub-jail:
The release order served on him offered to bring him
to Srinagar, but he declined. He preferred to be
set free at Kud.
Two of his colleagues, Khwaja Ali Shah and Mahomed Akbar, were also released along with him. They
were both given Rs 100 on release.
Sheikh Abdullah's refusal of the Government's offer
to be driven from Kud to Srinagar has intrigued observers here. It is considered likely that he will spend
the night here at the dak bungalow, and start for

the visit of Dr. Frank Graham, the U.N. representaltve to the Indian sub-continent.
Though official and political circles generally welcomed the release of a politician of the status of
Shei~h Abdullah, who has been built up in the Pakista!'l press for the last four years, as a symbol of
res1stance to Indian ownership, it was evident that
there was a feeling of uneasiness that the former
Kashmir Premier's release has been shrewdly timed
l>y the Govemment of India.
. -Times of India

Srinagar tomorrow morning.
SUMMARY TRIAL OF EAST PAKISTANIS
ALL KEYED UP TO STRIKE

Shillong: Drastic measures adopted by Pakistani
sold1ery, obstensibly to check smuggling in East
' Kud: "He (Sheikh Abdullah) is all keyed up to Pakistan, have created panic among the people and
strike.·~
.
among travellers through and from Assam.
''This i>---the firm impression left on me", says D. R.
According to reports from Sylhet District, people
Mankekar, the special correspondent of the Times of have been arrested, summarily tried, and sentenced to
India, at the conclusion of an interview with the forrn- prison terms for possessing even one ten-rupee note
er Prime Minister of Kashmir and Jammu, soon after of Indian currency. A shop-keeper, who had stocked
his release from detention.
four phials of Indian-made perfume, was sentenced
"In answering to correspondents, he was extremely to six months rigorous imprisonment and another who·
evasive, often secretive, and sometimes betrayed irri- had a few Indian razor blades was fined Rs. 50.
tation at the persistent qnestions seeking elucidation
People travelling between India and Pakistan comof his views on such important matters as his future plain that the Customs . search at the border checkposts is harassing and humiliating. Customs staff are
plans, his attitude to the accession question, etc."
His stock reply to every question was: "I must first completely subordinated by Pakistani soldiers, whoseem to regard even taking four oranges across the
feel the pulse of the people."
Turning his fire on the Government of India, Sheikh border as a breach of the regulations.
Abdullah protested that he did not conspire with any
POLISH "HERESY" UNDER HEAVY FffiE FROM
foreign power. "I did not betray India." .... He direcMOSCOW
tly blamed Mr. Nehrn for the events of 1953 leading
to his arrest.
Times of India
WARSAW: Poland is again under heavy attack
within the Communist "bloc".
Some Polish Communists trace the renewal of atINDIAN REACTIONS TO SHEIKII'S RELEASE
tack to the last month's gathering in Moscow of the
New Dell1i: Pundit Premnath Dogra, President world's Communist leaders for the fortieth anniverof the Praja Parishad, Jammu and Kashmir, in a state- sary of the Bolshevik Revolution.
M. W. Gomulka, Polish Communist First Secretary,
ment, said that the Praja Parishad has always been
against the detention without trial of any person, signed the declaration of 12 ruling pnrties drawn up
including Sheikh Abdullah. "'I hope that after his at the conference. But according to reliable Polish
release now, he will play his part as a worthy son of sources, he did so only after a vigorous display of
independent thinking. and after insistence of change~
India," he concluded.
Mr. N. C. Chatterji, Hindu Mahasabha leader, said in the draft resolution proposed by the Soviet and
that the release of Sheikh Abdullah '\vould add to the Chinese parties.
An assault on the Polish party, similar to the latest
difficulties and complexities of the Kashmir situation."
Addressing a public meeting here, shortly before the one, was conducted after Gomulka's return to power
news of the actual release of the Sheikh reached the in October 1956. The difference now is that the attack
capital, 1\'ir. Chatterji said that "any complacency now is concentrated on philosophical and literary matters.
instead of political phases of the Gomulka programme.
would spell disaster."
-Times of India But the line separating political, philoso~hical and
literary matters is very thin in the commumst world.
The heaviest barrage was laid down by an article in
PAKISTAN WELCOiUES SHEIKH'S RELEASE!
the Moscow "Izvestia". The article concentrated on
KARACHI: Pakistan welcomed the news of the the evils of revising Marxism, and considered the
release of Sheikh Abdullah. But there was an under- theory of separate paths to socialism, and the refusal
current of suspicion in political qircles here, that to recognise the Seviet primary as integral parts of
India had timed his release to coincide his release with revisionism.
1'HE INDIAN LIBERTARIAN
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8 LAKHS DOLLARS GRANT TO INDIA
BY U.S.

ISLAM AND TURKEY
By A.Ddl'ew 1. A. Muro
blam Can be Sllldled But Not Lived

New York: Grants of 500,000 dollars and 300,000
·TilE concept of Islamic solidarity was proved to be dollars respecti,•cly to the Gokhale Institute of
politically inbperative in the first world War. Politics and Economics, and the Dellli School of
Mcdiat'Val Islamic culture (and there is no other Isla- Economics for Social Science Education are two of
mic culture) is dead: fL'Wer traces remain in Turkey the largest made by the Ford Foundation during the
.
than in the Arab lands, and they are growing fainter first quarter of its 1958 fiscal year.
The Foundation, in announcing the grants today,
everywhere. In Turkey then, as a result of thirty
vcars of secular nationalist education, the legacy of said the social science programmes of these and other
that culture is fully available only to university-trained Indian institutions will be aided by the Massachu-orientalists. Just as Western positivism, or "positive setts Institute of Technology Centre for International
science'' to give it the honorific title by which it is Studies under a grant of i50,000 dollars. The first
known in Turkey, had dissolved the structure of quarter grants cover the the months from October to
Islamic society, western nationalism has tom the links December.
The Foundation -whose total grants for the period
that united the former subjects of the Ottoman
amounted to 14,284,550 dollars - also announced a
Empire.
Arab proper names appearing in Turkish news- grant of 25,000 dollars to the Indian Law Institute to
papers in strange western transliterations instead of help initiate its programme for education and research
their traditional Turkish forms are a symbol of of legal problems of India. In addition, the Institute
Turkish-Arab estrangement: places in the Middle of International Education received a grant of 60,000
East where Turks fought, or which they governed dollars for a co-operative programme of legal research
nnd which were part of their personal experience, are and training between the Indian Law Institute and
now names in dispatches by western contacts only as law schools in the United States and other countries.
Other grants which will directly aid India include
they become citizens of the West. A young cultural
co-opaaion found English and French to be the most one for 783,000 dollars to assist in. strengthening and
usdul common languages.
expanding agricultural extension education service,
The future rulers of Turkey and of the Arab count- including the establishment of annual camps for trainries, will, I hope for the sake of civilised progress ing village leaders in modem agricultural methods.
in those lands, first meet as Fulbright scholars or as
Another grant of 205,500 dollars will assist the pilot
students at the London School of Economics. They project in rural health services now underway at the
will certainly not meet at the ai-Azhar university in Gandhigram rural development centre.
Cairo. The most nationalistic Arab parents would
t•hoose a proper universitv in the West for their children if they were given tlie choice. Their preference
IRON RULE CLAMPED ON CHINA
~·logical: the West, meaning the north Atlantic region,
" the home of the only civilisation that is alive today.
Washington: Two internationally significant events
Cliches about a meeting or synthesis between East characterized 1957 in Asia, says the South China
:md West, between eastern spiritual values and west- Morning Post of Hong Kong.
em tcchnolo~y arc meaningless and are seen as meanOne was the reimposition of stiff Communist control
ingless by the pt'<>ple who matter in the Middle East over the people in Communist China; the other was
today. Islamic civilisation can be studied: it can no democratic India's decision to press its five-year ecolonger be lived - and even the study is carried on in nomic Plan despite many difficulties.
the .West or is dir~ed from it. There is nothing para- . The Hong Kong paper observes: "Early in the year,
doxiCal or superc1hous about such aJ'udgment: It was Mao Tse-tung had proclaimed a many flowers
11atural for scholars to go to Alexan ria in Hellenistic doctrine," and there were hopes that Communism in
timt•s, to Baghdad or Cordoba in the Middle Ages. China might take a new turn and shed some of its
Today the most favourable ecologic conditions for the excesses and inhumanities.
·!(rowth of culture happen to be in the West.
"But at mid-year the Government changed its line
Political Quarterly abruptly and the old system was restored with full
vigour.
PAK POLICE FIRE ON INDIAN BOAT

Shillong: The Pakistani Police opened fire on
a boat carrying Indian nationals near Dawki on the
Ind~-Pakistani border, according to an official report
r~et'l\'t-d here today.
.Mr. ~akati, Superintendent of Police, Khasi Jantia
~hils ~:ltd that .se,·eral Indian nationals had been inJnn'<l m t.he finng. Further details are not a\'ailable.
Accordmg border tribals, who have just comP from
the sc~nt• of the firing, the Pakistani police challenged
some Indian nationals coming by the boat along the
North hank of the Pyne ri\·er, and immediately opened
fire. Sc,·cral persons were injured. -Times of India

MAO HAD MISCALCULATED

"In retrospect it appears Mao Tse-tung had miscal·
culated the strength of his regime.
"He thought the mass of people had been so
throu!fl!IY conditioned ~y Communist propaganda that
opposition to Commumsm, more particularly its dogmatism was dead.
"After he had taken off some controls the volume
and intensity of thl' attacks on Communis;.. astonished
and alannl'd the country's leaders.
-Bombay Chronicle
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South For English As The Official Language
. :\ladras: The Union Language Convention of
South India, formed recently to oppose the adoption
of Hi_ndi as the official language of the country, today
unammously adopted a resolution moved by Mr.
C. Rajagopalacbari, urginJl the Government of India
to continue English as tne official language of the
Union and to amend the Constitution accordingly.
The largely attended convention was presided over
by Dr. C. P. Ramaswamy Aiyar, and was addressed
among others by Sir Mirza Ismail, Dr. M. Ramaswamy, Mr. P. T. Rnjan and :\lr. P. Kodanda Rao. It
cautioned the Government of the "disruptive L'()llSequences of any change in the status quo by the substitution of Hindi for English," as the official language.
The Convention constituted a seven-man "Action
Committee" heijded by Dr. C. P. Ramaswamy Aiyar
and Mr. Rajagopalachari "for taking executive action
from time to time in furtherance of the resolution."
The Convention also decided to communicate its
resolution and proceedings to the President of India,

the Prime·Minister, the Home Minister of the Govem~ent o_f India and the <:hairman of the Parliamentary
Comm1ttee on the Officml Language issue.
. ~lr. C. Rajagopalachari, moving the main resoluti_on, declared that the adoption of Hindi as the offi2"1 la_nguage_ '\v~mld be suicidal" and demanded that,
Enghsh, whiCh IS now prevailing as the official language, should not be disturbed."
Calling upon the people of South India to stand
united on this issue, the elder statesman declared
:·we have to fight a battle today and we have to fight
1t against overwhehning opposition. North will not be
able to dominate over the South unless the South
divides itself."
'
Mr. Rajagopalachari referred to the great and "formidable opposition" against which. they in the South
had to figlit and said "our only friend and understund·ing man, in this matter, up in the North is the Prime
Minister and nobody else. He has been from the
outset pointing out what we have been pointing out."

Abolition Of Caste By Legislation
By A. Ramanathan

place before you an idea
I SHALL
which many of my friends have
described as fantastic, bordering
on madness. Those who wished to

and publish it in the press and send
copies to prominent men and
women in India.

grip

on

society

is

~,growing

in

strength.
REBffiTR OF SOCIAL TYRANNY

be polite said that it was simply

lUERELY A PRETENSION

irrational. It is not a new idea. I
placed it before the first convention

ing the elimination of British suze-

of Indian Rationalists held at Mad-

The idea in short, is the abolition
of the caste system in India by legislation. About the need to bring

ras in 1949 under the presidency of
Dr. R. • P. Paranjpye. Since then I
have been trying to gain adherents

about the early abolition of caste
there is probably no difference of
opinion among the intellectuals in

ment of political liberty on the peoples inhabiting this vast sub-conti·

from among the delegates to the

India. I do not say that there are

subsequent conventions of the Indian Rationalist Association. I described the idea at some length at
the last convention held at Bombay
in December last. I do not wish to
hide from you the fact that while
most of the listeners were indifferent to the idea some were violently
hostile. Quite a few including
Prof. R. S. Yadava of Meerut, the
present Editor of our monthly the

Indian Rationalist, are its enthusias-

tic supporters. I am gathering a list
of those who would support the
idea in full. I have gained the signatures of certain veterans in the field
of social· service, the most promi-

not people who desire to keep up

and profit by caste. But I do assert
that even those who wish to perpetuate the caste system dare not
suy so in public. They usually try
to pretend that caste is going as a

matter of fact and that it is only a

It is now an admitted fact that

the recent political changes involvrainty over India and the confer-

nent have intensified the growth of
the ancient social tyranny which
has put on fresh plumes during the
last ten years. It is a well recog-

nised fact that, at the elections to
the various legislatures, the dominating factor is the caste of the
candidate which excites the caste
feelings of the electorate. Under

question of time when -it will get

the present political set-up in India,

totally abolished. Meanwhile, these

the.refore,

reactionaries assert that no positive
steps need be taken towa.rds eradication of caste, and that we should

the gradual withering away of

safely rely on gradual spread of
education and enlightenment for

the uprooting of the system. These
people know that caste is by no
means on the decline and whatever

it is

idle

to expect

the caste system. There is a crying

need for the forging of positive
measures to bring about the abolition.
WIIERE GANDHI FAILED
Let me briefly describe the fea-

nent of whom is Sri Shant Ram, the

progress the people of India may

tures of the legislation that I advo-

founder President of the Jat Pat
Torak Mandai in the Punjab. Our

achieve in the field of education
and economic progress the caste
system as such is gradually getting
more and more consolidated and its

cate. First and foremost is the
need to amend the Constitution Act

intention is to draft a manifesto,

get it signed by these supporters
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which as it stands, is heavilyweighed in favour of caste.

Part III

or

the Act which relates to .. lundamenta) rights" puts caate OD the
same p<'d<5tal as Race, Religion,
Sex, place of birth and other features which should not be di8criminaled against under any system of
natural Justice. The Constitution
....,k.s to abolish ··untouchability"
and "titles", but it does not seek to
aboUsb caste. On the contrary, the
Coa.-;Ututiou baa ,-ivcn r~teopition
as well as protection to caste.. I
would urge that in Sec. 15 the word
..caste'" be eliminated and in Sec.
1'7 the word "caste'' be wbstituted
for the word "untouchability" in
the two places where it oeeurs.
Let us recognise once and for all
that there is no untouchability
whatever apart from caste. Caste
itseU is only a graded system of
untouchability.
It is the tr.ape
f:Uiure oC Gandhi to rec:opise tbls
truth that ba.• led to the confusion
and the """ial c:onJlld8 prevalent in
india today. It may be that there
will be no Hindu rdigion if ca.te is
aboli.shed; and if the religion gets
abolished in the process of abolishing caste, the people of India should
have the stamina to put up with
such a sb. t.e of affairs. Inciden talJy,
I desire to point out, that though
n lot of propaganda is being carried
on that India is a secular State.
there is no frank recognition of that
fact in the Constitution Act. The
word "secular" does not find a
place anywhere in the Act. In the
P"'amble to the Act I would like
the word "secular" be inserted
a~r the word "sovereign" and before the word "democratic" so as
to put ~n end to the quibbling indulged in by eminent persons in
India that India is after all "Hindu-

dom".

A "WAR" MEASURE

The second stage of legislation
whiclt 1 seek to bring about is the
Prohibition of marriages between
P3rties belonging to the same caste.
I dislike the word "prohibition•·,
and I frnnkly recognise the justice
of the criticism levelJed against this
proposal, that it curtails the Uberty
of the individual citizen to seek his
or her own mate in marital life. But
my reply to the criticism is that my
P~posal does not. in any way, diminish the quantum of our existing
liberty. On the contrary it increases that quantum. The most
liberal <'Stimate of the strength of
a community within which marri~ge is not allowable is about one
hundredth of the population. As a

matter of fact. therefore. there is a
socia1 prohibition against the choice
·of one's mate from 90% of the
population. While I seek to prohibit the choice from one hundredth
of the population, the present caste
system prohibits the choice from
99~ of the population. Which is the
greater prohibition. the one against
one per cent that 1. propose, or the
one against 99 per cent that now
obtains under the caste system?
Which is a greater restraint on love
and individual liberty? While I
frankly dislike even this one per
cent of the prohibition, I would
urge on the youth of India to consider it as a "war" measure, and put
up with it for one generation: for
the next generation of children born
in this COWllry. if my measure is
adopted, would be born of parents
of different castes, and would themselves have no caste. A desperate
situation caJb for a desper:1te
remedy.
U the country is in danger the
youth has to Bock to the field of

bdttlc ;::.nd ~hPd its bJood. India today is in great danger not from a
foreign external enemy but from an
inherent internal social tyranny.
which has heaped shame upon our
people, and has brought dO\\l"D upon ·
our devoted heads the contempt
and ridicule of the whole world.
Indians. as a race, are looked down
upon and treated as inferiors in the
comity of Nations. because we have
tolerated caste in our history for
thousands of years. We shall not
be able to hold up our heads and
walk erect before our fellow human
bdngs unless and until we shed
the caste system. No price is too
big. no sacrifice is too great for the
achievement of such an objective.
The remedy that I propose. though
it is irksome and acts as a restraint
upon liberties for a short while, will
ultimately liberate the roots of our
life from tho hateful bondage to
which it has been subjected to for
many millenia.
A paper reDd at a meeUng of the
Libertarian SMial lnstitut~, .\ladra.~.

••

Saurashtra Interests Negleeted.
A public meetinr: was held at Rajkot on Dec-ember 22, 1957 when the
followinr resolutions were WJanimously p~ .. The meetinC" was
convened under the auspices of
RaJkot Cithens' Association.
(I) We believe that if the production and test of nuclear weapons wiU be continued, it may
cause third war and mass destruction of Humanity, and therefore we
request America; Soviet Union,
Britain. France and India to meet
together· and take early steps in
the New Year to stop these destructive weaponS.
(2) We
believe that if any
change in the formation of the Bigger Bilingual State is to be made.
then the Government should adhere
to its original decision of fanning
three different states viz. A!aharashtra, Mahagujorat and Bombay. If
any other decision would be made
it is not likely that the people would
get due ~ress.

(3) We reg,..,t to see that the
Union Finance Minister has levied
exorbitant taxes in every direction.
The people of India are very poor
and when majority of the people
have not got even sufficient means
of living, the burden of these taxes
has become unbearable and in-

toJcrablc. and we request the Go\·· ·
crnment to consider this question
and remove at least the increments
on postal charges, Railway fare etc.
SAURASHTRA NEGLECTED
(4) After the merger of Saurashtra with the Bombay State, the
difliculties of people have greallv
increased and we regret to see tha.t
when we write to Hon·ble r..tinisters of Bombay, there is no response
and no result. Unless the ministers will be careful and vigilant to
the complaints of the people, the
public discontent is sure to increase.
(5) We regret to see that although we represent the public
grievances to the officers of Saurashtra and write to them, they do
not give replies or take any action
for giving relief to public complaints.
(6) It is a matter of great regret
that the admiltistrative expenses
are abnormally increased than
during British Administration and
it is absolutely necessary that' they
should be decreased, otherwise
poverty will be increasing and it
would bring ruin to the whole
nation.
(7) The Congress was formed for
fighting against the British GovemJanuary 15. 19.38

ment and for removing foreign rule
in India. Now we have got Swaraj and, therefore, there is no necessity ·of the Congress as a separate ................................................
body. The Congress Government
is now ruling over India and we,
The l'tlareh Of A Conspiracy
therefore, request that according to
the opinion of Mahatma Gandhiii. THE MARCH OF A CONSPffiACY he has set the problem before us;
it should be dissolved and it should
by Gopal Mittal. National Aca- · and in no uncertain terms.
be the Government not of one party
demy, Delhi, Price Rs. 2 Pages 94.
"In 1936 a cloud, no bigger than
as Congress but by a National
Once K. M. Munshi, while in·au- a man's hand,· appeared on the liteParty representing the whole gurating the first conference of the rary horizon of India. It was in
Congress for Cultural Freedom at that the Progressive Writers Assonation.
lnspite of repeated warnings by Bombay, said, "The crisis of the ciation came into being. Nearly 20
the Hon'ble Prime Minister, cor- human spirit is nowhere more dis- years after its inception it threatens
ruption, favouritism and infl.uencia- cernible than in the facile manner to overcast the entire horizon,
lism has not come to an end, and with which the intellectuals sur- which is both a reason for its rcas·
hence great deal of discontent is render their freedom."
sessment and a warning of its posIt is to the intellectuals and to the sible consequences."
prevailing in the country and it is
The manifesto of the Progressive
therefore necessary this should be ' men of letters that Gopal Mittal's
book is primarily directed. It is a Writers Association, among other
stopped with a high hand.
(9) It is necessary in the inter- book that confronts us with the things, said, " ... lndinn literature,
est of the public that persons in the gravest problem of our times; it since the breakdown of classical
service of the local Government and brings to the forefront in all its 1·culture, has had the fatal tendency
the Municipality should not be kept naked reality the force of the irra- to escape from the actualities of
for more than three years at the tional currents that are sweeping life. It has tried to find a refuge
same place and they should be the world we live in and of the from reality in baseless spiritualism
transferred, otherwise they take a positive denial that mankind has to and ideality.
"It is the duty of Indian Writers
deep root and discontent prevails face in all its unsuspecting and sanguine efforts to retrieve the human to undertake to develop an attitude
in the public.
(10) The present educational mind from the enmeshes of a dis- of literary criticism, which will dissystem is very expensive, burden- gusting and callous struggle to over- courage the general reactionary and
some and not effective, and it is power the whole world. For the revivalist tendencies on questions
therefore necessary that it should most vital reality of our times is like family, religion, sex, war and
the existence in our midst of a bar- society. 111t is the object of our
be overhauled and made practical.
(11) Although
Hospitals are barous and scientific system where- Association to rescue literature and
daily increasing, the Govt. Medi- by man is transmuted into an indo- other arts from the conservative
cal ·officers and lady Medical Offi- ctrinated and controlled puppet classes in whose hands they have
cer in Zanana Hospital, Rajkot, are without independence either in been degenerating so long; to bring
exacting heavy visit fees and as thought or in action. The most the arts into the closest touch with
they are indifferent to the poor and painful and nauseating truth of this the people; and to make them the
the middle class people, it is vital reality is its appalling success, vital organs which will register the
requested that proper supervision its success not in fields of economy, actualities of life, as well as lead us
may be made and other systems of politics and the mass-mind, qut its to the future we envisage,
medicine should be given due en- success in neutralizing and renderTHE RED BOOBY TRAP
ing impotent men of letters, creacouragement and support.
tive men who are the inheritors of
" ... We believe that the new liteall civilization.
rature of India must deal with the
LIBERTARIAN FEATURE
basic problems of our existence toTHE PROBLEM THAT FACES
SERVICE
day-the problems of hunger and
CIVILIZATION
The Libertarian Social Institute,
poverty, social backwardness and
Bombay, will issue a Feature SerIt is this reality that we face, political subjection."
vice from this month.
And the men who featured proand that the whole world faces. It
It will be .a cyclostyled bulletin is from this inescapable truth that minently in the P.W.A. were men
containing ideological articles and the stronge~t among us shudders. In (ve~y naturally) like Krishan
news of importance from the point truth; and in myth, the short-lived Chander, who "was to all intents
of views of ·Free Economy and but tremendous might of irrational and purposes inviting writers to
Libertarian philosophy.
forces over the ratiOnal mind is a give up -creative work until the
and deeply-in- whole world went Communist."
A.tembers of the Libertarian Social lnsli· well-recognized
tute and subscribers of the ..Indian grained fact. Is it however, a ratio- ·Makhdoom Mahiuddin, who later
became involved in the Telangana
Libertarian" will get the COJJies of the nal belief? Is It right to believe in
rebellion,
Faiz Ahmed Faiz, who
..Libertarian Feature Service", Free on the might of irrational forces? Is it
was later involved in the Rawal·
correct
to
accept
the
presen
L
sucapplication fo:pindi Conspiracy Case, Sajjad
The Secretary, Libertarian Social cess of regimentation as forecast for Zahir, who was formerly General
the
future
of
man?
It
remains
to
be
InstUute, Arya Bhuvan, Sandhurst
seen. For the present. Mr. Mittal Secretary of the Pakistan CommuRoad, Bombay 4.
has satisfied us on one vital score: nist Party, Mulk Raj Anand, who
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too was 11 intimately connected with
the British Communist Party when
he was allotted leadership of the
Indian branch of the so-called progressive writers." Ram Bilas SharM
rna, Sushi! Jana, both active Communists, and others.
The Association held its fifth
Conference at Bombay to draw up
a programme which was in tune
with the then popular Moscow
theme on India (May 1949). Mr.
Mlltal writes, "The chief purpose of
the conference, as it is clear by now,
was to help step up Ule civil war enjoined by the Communist doctrine
and already begun by the Indian
Communists in Telangana. Among
the various resolutions passed at the
conference, three stand out as partiM
cularly significant. One of them
condemned the Government of India
for what it called denial of civil
liberties to the Indian people; the
other, India's participation in the
Commonwealth and the third, war
preparations by the Anglo-American bloc. Tbe chief speaker on the
resolution condemning the AngloAmerican bloc was none other than
(Mulk Raj) Anand who exhorted
the writers and artists of the world
to fight for peace 'under the leadership of the Soviet Union'."
THIS IS "SOCIALIST" REALISM
And, in such manner, emerges
our theme. The theme !hat the
world has become so painfully conscious of, that writers and literary.
men alone know for what it is, the
theme of socialist realism. For what
the P.W.A. advocated "under the
leadership of the Soviet Union" was
another form of socialist realism, a
doctrine which has successfully
been used to eliminate independent
intellectuals in Soviet Russia, in
China and in E. Europe.
Karl Marx, with all dialectical
effrontery, committed his first atro~ity and his primary contradiction
when he declared human thought
to be a slave of environment. ' To
Karl Marx pay homage the various
tyrants that have grounded their
heel in communist soils not becaUse
they recognize an element of truth
in what he said, but because they
are permitted in the name of truth
and science to rise to power in his
name and to condition thought and
to destroy all those brains who are
not in conformity with the social
order they wish to impose. And, as
if to nourish these tyrants with the
balm of naive impotent poets, writ-

ers and artists, Marx declared that
liter3ture and art were "forms of
mental knowledge", and constituents of the · "superstructure of
thought."
TOLL OF "SOCIALIST" REALISM
, And it was not soon before the
Soviet wheel of tyranny started
grinding writers · into· the dust.
Akhamatova, the modern Pushkin,
had her share of the menacing reprimand. · She was told that "our
literature is not a private undertaking designed to please the
diverse tastes of a literary market.
We are under no obligation to provide space in ·our literature for
tastes and tempers which have nothing in common· :with the morals
and qualities of the Soviet people."
What was her fault? Surely, she
was a Marxist. Only she could not
accept complete control over the
man of letters.
Then there were Michail Koltsov,
Ivan Kateyev, Vladimir Kishov,
Boris Pilnayk, Bruno Josienski;
Andrei Alexandrovich, Paolo Yashvili, and others. uAccording to one
estimate, between the years 1936
to 1938 alone as many as 329 writers
were either shot or died in concentration camps."
This was the toll that Socialist
realism took before the new phase
was-introduced, the phase better
known as the thaw. It was Pravda.
the Soviet journal, which characterized the new era. "It is an important task of literary criticism,".
it emphasized, "to fight resolutely
against the manifestations of alien
ideology, against attempts to re-vise the fundamental principles of
Soviet literature, while warmly supporting all that is new and advanced. the bold creative designs of the
writers and their search for new
individual paths· in the common
.stream of socialist realism."
, But the thaw by no means affected the sacrosanct statutes of the
Stalinist era that governed the conduct of writers. Idealism and nihilism remain as ever identical in Soviet semantics. Intuitionism, spontaneity, immediate impressionism
are still the major crimes recognized. When the purge carne, it spared
none. A Twardovsky confessed.
ul confess my mistakes," he said,
uunfortunately very belatedly, but
quite honestly and sincerely." And
yet Dya Ehrenburg's 'escaped' the
thaw. Of course, there were accusations and attacks, but not liquida-
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lion. But this fact too is explained
by the political machinations in the
international field. "Ehrenburg is
Russia's face for presentation to the
outside world and Twardovsky, a
whipping boy, to teach a Jesson to
the erring writers. at home," writes
Mr. Mittal.
The tale is, of course, endless.
The appetite of the Soviet oligarchy
cannot be satiated. In the mean-'
time, socialist realism claimed victims also in the People's Democracy in Communist China.
IN CHINA TOO
leA fundamental viewpoint of
1\o!arxism-Leninism.," said Mao tsetung in 1942, "is that objectivism
is the determinant of subjectivism.
In other words, the objective reality
of class struggles determines our
thought and feeling." This is in
short the Chinese version of socialist. realism.
"In the world today," Mao went
on, "all culture or literature and
art-belongs to a definite class, to
a definite Party, that is to say, to
a definite political line .... In a society with ·class and parties, since
literature and art must be subservient to class and to Party, they
naturally must obey the political
wishes of the class and Party subject themselves to the revolutionary
duties of a definite revolutionary
period .... the literature and art of
the proletariat are part and parcel
of the entire revolutionary enterprise of the proletariat, similar to
what Lenin has said, 'screws of
mechanism.' For this reason, the
literature and art of the Party have
a definite and prearranged place in
the entire revolutionary work of
our party."
'What happened later,' writes Mr.
Mittal, 'was a sad tale. The liquidation of Wang Shi Wei was but
the beginning of a grim tragedy,
which took in its grip the entire
intelligentsia of China. Many peri..;
Shed, many more were silenced, and
nearly all were intimidated· It is
only· ofter that that Liu Shao-Chi
and Chou-En-lai could confidently
claim in September 1954 that "the
GQvemment's measures of thoughtreform had succeeded with all but
a handful of reactionary intellectuals." In the purge of the succeed"
ing year even those "handful of reactionary intellectuals" were liquidated so that Mao Tse-tung could
safely announce on May 2, 1946
that he would like to have "a hunJanWITY 15, 1958

dred Bowers bloom at the same
lime" and-"all sc!>ools of thought
to contend,.,
And what this doctrine of "let
all flowers bloom and all schools
contend" amounted to was made
abundantly clear by China's Minister of Culture, Shah Yen Ping, in
his speech at the National People's
Congress In June 1956. "As long
as it is a Sower," he said, uwc
should let It bloom." And what is a
literary flower? "We believe that
the socialist and tlie realistic
methods or creative writing/' said
Mr. Ping, "are the best to reBect
reality truthfully and that they
point out to us the laws of social
~e,•elopment.,.

Marxism·Leninism

with its ,theories of literature has
proved beyond the shadow of a
doubt its negative role in both Soviet Russia and in China. It can
kill effectively the old creative
·spirit. It can undermine ruthlessly
the creative minority. It can eliminate every vestige of Independent thinking. .
LET US DOPE WITH .
WILLIAM FAULKNER
ls there then any hope for man?
A:re we to accept the victory of regimentation over rational thinking?
ls the human spirit going to crumble before this might and treacherous enemy? Socialist realism in E.

Europe has, however, not been so
pronounced. Poland, in spite of all
pressures, has, retained some inde-·
pendencc of though,, due probably
to the fact that many Polish citizens had relatives and close friends,
who were actually sent to the socalled labour camps. Hungary, too,
has exhibited traces of the spirit.
of freedom. But is this sufficient
food for hope? We can do no better· than end with William Faulkner's hightly significant words:
"I decline to accept the e»d of
man, ... I believe that man wlll not
merely endure; he will prevail. Jle
is Immortal, not beeause be alone
among ~l'eatures bas au inexhaustible volee, but beeause he has a
soul, a spi•it eapable or compassion
and saerifice and eaduranee. The
poet's, the writer's duly Is to write
about these things. It is his privilege to help man endure by liftlag his heart, by reminding him or
th<' eouragc and honour o.nd hope
and 11rlde and compassion and pity
and sacrifice which have been the
glory of his past."
Kishorc Valicha

Jamia Millia Publications
SURVEY OF RURAL EMPLOYMENT In Two Vlllares Ia The
Delhi State iit 1955-58, IPubllealion No. 4.)
SURVEY OF IIIILK PRODUCTION
in The Jamia Development Circle
in 1952-53. (P»blieatien No. 1.)
SIZE AND DISTRIBUTION OF
HOLDINGS in Two VIllages Of
The Delhi State in 1953·54. IPubliealio» No. 3.1 All the three
books are by M. Sultan M.A.
Researeh Assistant supervised b;
lU. Aqil, Professor Qf Economics,
Jamla MUiia.
Published by THE JAMIA INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURAL
ECONOl\UCS
AND
RURAL
SOCIOLOGY, P.O. Janmagar,
New Delhi, In 1954.1951 8epleJn.
bcr an~ Oetober respeetlvely.

1 l To organise projects for economic Inquiries and social surveys and
carry out other research; 21 to prepare text-books and reading mate. rial on Agricultural Economics and
R'.'ral Sociology In order to dessemmate knowledge and promoting a
better understanding of rural eeonomie and social problems: 3) to
arrange lectures on eeonomic and
soclologieal subjects in the Jamla
~IUla; and 4 l to promote co-opt>rabon between the Jamia Millla and
other educational and research Institutions for the purposes mentioned
above.
The tentative progra'mme of inquiries and investigations Include,.
among others, Regional Fann Survey on the lines of National Fann
Survey of England, Sample Surveys
of various kinds regarding Outturn
of Crops, Farm Earnlnrs. Pl'ic<>s.
Wages, Indebtedness, Fonnallon of
Capital, Hoarding of wealth, Starinc of crain etc., inquiries regard-·
ing Land Utilization, Industry into·
effects of Abolition of Znmindary In
U.P. on the various classes of the
population, Inquiry Into Tensions
between different eastes, classes and
communities, a Survey of Unem-·
ployment and Pauperism with thoir
social Implications, and Inquiry Into the special social problems of
Displaced Persons. This list of subjects gives a picture fo the detail In
which the researches aro lntt'Dd<·d
to be enrrled.

At a time· when our politicians
are passing hasty legislations of far
reaching consequence, nothing Is
more urgent and Important than research work conducted in a scientific spirit by qualified men from the
the university. · A·vast eountry like
India wltb Its many traditions and
local practices of custom and law,
needs research on a larse scale before any practicable measures for
improvement can be successfully
implemented. These three research
publications, (we have not yet re- MILK SURVEY-EXPECTATIONS·
ceived the second) serve a· great
BELIED
need of the hour. The preface to
the first of these second) serve a
The inquiry on milk production·
great need of the hour. The preface in the Jamla Development Circle
to the first of these publications in- (of which a map is published In the
troduces us to the origin and pur- book) started with the hypothesis
pose of these publications:
that Delbl city had a prosperous
The Indian Universities Com- and growing population. which
mission of 1950 suggested that could afford to purchase a good
new kinds of Universities which
they named as Rural Universities,
should take up the study of rural
problems with a view to finding
ORG~NISER
out their solutions and recommended the Jamia Mlllla, among
For Nallo»al News and VIews
others, as · specially suited to
take up this work .... the DepartEdiled by K. R. Malkani
ment of Economics of the Jamla
Mlllia sponsored a scheme of
The only Journal which
presents Nationalist News
establishing an Institute of Agriand Views. Snmple copy free
cultural Eeonomics and Rural
to the Sub!I;Cribers of ui.L."
Sociology, which was adopted by
and members of the Liberthe Acadamle Council of the
tarian Sociallnstltute. Strongb' recommended.
Annual
Jnmla Mlllla in 1952 and it startSubscription Rs. 12/·.
ed functioning from September
1952.
.
The objects of the institute were:
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amount of milk at a comparatively
high price. Milk being a perishable
commodity, It had to be purchased
In a fresh condition from producers
living at a close distance from the
city. For that reason, the milkproducers of the Jamla Development Circle appeared to be advantageously placed as compared with
other suppliers of mllk who were
living at greater distances. But the
actual Inquiry furnished results
which belled all these theoretical
"xpcctotions.

In the first place, the size of the
business In this area was not large.
There were no milk producing dairies of any kind (private, Jointstock or Co-operative) which maintained their herd of cattle within
this oren. The vast majority of th~
milk producers (95.4%) keep not
more than five cattle, 45% keeping
one cattle, 29% two milch cattle,
13.4% three cattle, 6% four cattle,
and 3% five cattle. In the remaining 4.6 per cent of cases, the greater
portion o! cattle was maintained by
those whose aim was cattle breedIng rather than milk production.
Moreover, the breed of cattle was
only in a very few cases such, as
could be Included in the category
which yielded 13 seers of milk In
the best period of its lactation- a
limit which was described to be the
minimum for remunerative cattle
keeping. The cattle which yielded
the highest milk, leaving out a few
honorable exceptions, were generally found with those who were
keeping one or two cattle only, and
even the number of such cattle in
the whole Circle was very limited
indeed, as can be guessed from the
average yield of the Circle viz. 2.3
seers per cattle.
The conclusion of the Survey of
Milk Production in the Jamial
Development Circle, is that the
milk Industry is not supplying
healthy milk at a cheap price to
the consumer, after giving a fair return to the milk producer.
The suggestions for Improvement
arc four in number:
I) Elimination of dry, low-yieldi~g. and superfluous cattle, 2) Prov.tston of Veterinary aid, 3) ProviSion of b~lls of good breed, and 4)
Co~operahve organization of milk
P.roducers for collection, transportation. pasteurisation and distribution
of milk, for the purchase of better
breed of catUe and concentrates
and fodder for the provision of
Arttficial Insemination Centres and
milking sheds etc.

The other two publications deal
in a similar efficient manner with
their topics. They are useful for
research students and journalists
who need a sound knowledge of
facts. We hope the publishers will
succeed in producing further publications of this nature and serve an
important social need.
-M. V. Balakrishna Rao

~1.: Capital and its
Stmcture.
Acton, Lord, J. E. E. D. : Essays on Free·
dom and Powr.
Strausz Hupc, Robert.: Power and
Community.
Levy, Paul. : Budclhisms 'iUysfNJ
Religion'
Hunt, Herbert J.: llonore de Bal::ac;

Lachmann, L.

Bio~raJJhy.

Cartman, James.: llinduism in Ceylon.

GIFT OF BOOKS TO R. L. TRUST
LIBRARY
The Congress for Cultural Freedom, Bombay, has sent two latest
published books us gifts to the R.
L. Trust Library. They are The
New Class by Milovan Djilas, and
The Hungarian Revolt, edited by
Melvin J. Lasky, a White Book and
documentary of the events of the
October Revolt in Hungary.
The Secretary of the R. L. Trust
Library thanks Mr. V. B. Kamik,
through whom the books were received.

New Books Added to
R. L. Foundation Library
The following books have been
added to the R. L. Foundation
Library, Aryabhuvan, Sandhurst
Road, Bombay during the last
month.
London, Jack: Four Short Stories.
Stevenson, R. L.: Ra;all's Diamond.
Wells, H. G.: Country of the Blind.
Dickens, Charles.: Nicholas Nickleby &
AIr. Squeers.
Twain, Mark.: Adccntures of Huckle-

bcrnJ Finn.

Utley, T. E.: Edmund Burke.
Roberts, S. C.: Samuel]ohnson
Blundcn, Edmund: Charles Lamb
Darlington, W. A.: Sheridan
Scott-James, R. A.: Lytton Strachev
\Varner, S>•lvia S.: Jane Austen
Raine, Kathleen: William Blake
Sutherland, James: Defoe
Dobrce, Bonamy: Jo/m Dryden ·..
Scott-James, R. A.: Thomas Hardy (18401928).

Brooke, Jacelyn: Aldous Hu:rley
Blunden, Edmund: Joltn Keats
Hall, J, C.: Edu;in Muir
Hopkinson, Tom: George Orwell
Berry, Francis: Herbert Read
Dorward, Alan: Bertrand Russell

Lucas, F. L.: Tennyson
Laver, James: Oscar \Vilde
Plumb, J, H. (Ed.): Studies in Social
llistory
Wolin, Simon (Ed.): Soviet Secret Pollee
National Council of Applied EconomiC:
Foreign Erchange Crisis and the Plan
National Council of Applied Economic:
Taxation and Foreign Investment.

Bowen, Ian: Population.
Hicks, Ursula K.: Public Finance
Robinson, Joan: Economics of Imperfect
Competition

DAMA'S
Scientifically and Medically Prepared Sweetmeats
That Tone the Body During Winter
are Ready

* SALAM PAK
* BADAM PAK
* SUNTH PAK

'~ METHI PAK

* UDAT PAK
* METHI LADOOS

and
ADADIA

Hat:e Some of tlrese Paks Today

Sha Damodardas Purshottamdas
Barfiwalla
Opp. LAX!\11 NARAYAN TEMPLE
89, BHULESHWAR ROAD,
BOMBAY-2
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THE DUNCAN ROAD. FLOUR MILLS
Have you tried the Cow Brand Hour manufactured by the Duncan
Road Flom Mills? Prices are economical and only the best grains
are ground. The whole production process is automatic, untouched
hy hand and hl'nce our produce is the cleanest and the most sanitary.

Write to:
THE MANAGER

DUNCAN ROAD FLOUR MILLS
BOMBAY 4
Telegram: LOTEWALLA

Telephone: 76205
Agents at Poona

LALDAS AMARSEE & SONS,
437, Raviwar Peth,
Poona-2.
Telephone: 2468

Telegraph add: 'STELLATEA'

For every intelligent student this book shows
the way out of present day chaos

TOE ANALYSIS OF USURY
By Jeffrey Mark

READ

THE FREEl'IAN
The American Journal that advocates

FREE ECONOMY

Published by

The Libertarian Publishers Ltd.,
Arya Bhuvan, Sandhurst Road,
Bombay 4.

AND

LIBERTARIAN PHILOSOPHY
November Issue Now Available

Price: Rs. 3/This is a book that analyses the basis and
foundation of Usury. Today in Capitalist
countries the control of credit is monopolised
by banking system. This is a perversion, for the
communitv is made to pay large sums of money
by way of interest to banks for hire of money
which in the last analysis, is its own crediL On
the other hand Socialists understand this perversion but Socialism is corrupted by political
and personal ambitions and its leaders.
This book suggests a way out

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW

Important Contents of Nov. Issue
To Shoot A Myth by F. Harper
The Importnnce o' Awe by Douglas J, Murphey
Competitive Systein is Humnnc by VolUc Tripp
Voluntary Association and the State

by Sylvester Petro

Price: Re. ll· per Copy

Annual Rs. 121·

Available from:
The Libertarian Social ln.otttute,
Arya Bbovan,
Sandbursl Road, Bombay 4.
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